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Foreword„

This thesis is based on a metallurgical report submitted by 
the author to Mr* W« G„ Woolf„ Superintendent of the Electrolytic 
Zinc Plant of the Sullivan Mining Company at Kellogg, Idaho* In 
it are given the experimental data and the original research 
performed during the period from June to December 1957*

In the ordinary course of zinc hydrometallurgy the zino sulphate 
solutions must be purified of copper, cadmium and cobalt before 
being subjected to electrolysis® The resulting precipitate containing 
these impurities is known as Purification Residue® This precipitate 
is worked to extract the copper and cadmium them from, and to pro- 
duee zino sulphate solution of sufficient purity to allow it being 
returned to the main solution circuit* The copper is recovered as 
cement copper and is shipped to a smelter,while the cadmium is pro
duced as high-grade (99a,95$) electrolytic metals It is in the purif
ication of the zino sulphate solutions that a residue similar in 
character, but different in grade than the first named purification 
residue is made® Because it is the result of purifying mainly for 
cobalt ('the bulk of the copper and cadmium having already bean 
removed) it is called locally, "Cobalt Residue"®

To date this residue has been stored awaiting a time when 
economic conditions would warrant a retreatment campaign® The 
recovery of the amount of zino, cadmium and cobalt tied-up in the 
residue, although it is considerable, is not imperative at the 
present times However the problem will become more acute as the 
storage pile continues to grow and is one which must eventually 
be met® In anticipation of that day when the amount stored is worthy 
of recovery and favorable conditions prevail this Investig^tion of 
the reworking possibilities of the Cobalt Residue was undertaken®

The small quantity of residue which is periodically available 
doe3 not permit continuous metallurgy and precludes the construction 
of a plant re quirking large capital outlay® The problem must be met 
by treating large batches of stored cobalt residue in short time 
intervals in order to keep labor costs within reasonable bounds* 
Unless some other resldue,oapable of being reworked,were purchased, 
the plant would remain idle far more time than it was used, and 
consequently take far too long to amortise itself*

S> (i/’iioriThe logicalf seems to be to rework the cobalt residue with the 
machinery and equipment that is already installed at this plant, 
and to employ hydrometallurgioal technique with which the operating 
crews are familiar® With these two premises in mind the entire 
investigation was conducted*



Report on the Proposed Metallurgy for the 
Retreatment of Cobalt Residue

OBJE C TS To develop a metallurgical procedure whereby the cobalt 
residue might be retreated profitably for the recovery 
of cobalts cadmium and zinc.

GENERAL
:CEDUREs In order to conform with electrolytic zinc plant prac~ 

tic© and technique9 this problem was attaoked from a 
hydrometallurgical standpoint only, No procedure in™ 
volving pyr©metallurgy was investigated, so that it is 
not known to what extent controlled roasting of the 
cobalt residue would have affected the recovery or costs.
The scheme outlined on the following pages was designed 
to meet a particular set of conditions, and while it is 
not submitted as the ultimate, it does possess the ad
vantages of being suitable to the machinery and equipment 
found at this planto

PLAN; Expressed in the simplest form the plan involves,
(1) Leaching the material, followed by filtration®
(2) Purification of the solution,
(3) Addition of zinc dust to recover sponge cadmium,
{4) Precipitation of cobalt with sodium hypochlorite.



A more elaborate outline of the plan is given below:
(1) Leaching the air-oxidized Cobalt Residue with 25% —  35% sul» 

phuric acid to produces, after filtrations
(a) Solution containing the extracted Co, Cd and Zn; 

with Fe, A1-, Mn as the maih impurities 0
(b) A leach residue containing the Sb and most of the 

Cu, (depending upon the leach procedure), which 
probably could be sold for either its Sb or Cu
content»

( 2 ) Purifying the solution (,1-a) to remove the A1 and Fe9 this 
process to yield upon filtrations

(a) Pregnant solution containing Co, Cd and Zn0
(b) A purification residue containing Al9 Fes MnOg" and 

zinoj the latter in sufficient quantities to justify 
it being fed back into the regular zinc plant leach0

(3) Agitating the solution (2-a) with zinc dust for the recovery 
of sponge cadmium, followed by filtration to yield,

(a) Solution containing Co and Znc
(b) Sponge cadmium for cadmium electrolysise

(4) Precipitation of cobalt from solution (3-a) using sodium 
hypochloritefl to yield, after filtration,

(a) a marketable product containing mostly cobalt hydrox*- 
ide with some cobalt oxide 0

(o) Solution low in oobalt and relatively high in zinc
which might be sold as zinc sulphate or used as a basis 
for,

(5) Manufacture of calcined pigment or unoaloined raw material for 
Rinmann* s Green®





’us object O: leaching in this plan is to obtain maximum extrao 
? -PQ ■ h® cobalt.., cadmium and zinc from the. cobalt residue,, leading as
uch as possible of the antimony and copper in the leach residue

Kepeated attempts to use the leaching process for solution purif 
jation purposes (other than copper removal) were unsuccessful. The 

principal elements to.be eliminated from the solution were oopper, iron [anganese and aluminum.
The removal of copper was accomnlished by the addition of zinc 

[ust to the slightly acid leaoh, before filtration. Despite the fact that 
.is procedure affected the cadmium extraction adversely, it was thought 

lest to eliminate the copper at this point in order to avoid an extra filtra 
on. The problem of copper removal is not a hard one and the question of 
[ether to throw it into the leach residue or make a separate cement copper 

[ eelded during plant operation . In all pro):
ity the high antimony leach residue can be 3old. If purchasers insist on 

laving this residue substantially copper-free, then the production of high- 
e cement copper might pay for the extra filtration

Ip. the case .. x 'cron and manganese both elements required oxidation, 
xe extreme '’reducing power” of the leaoh pulp caused it to consume oxidizer; 
fast as they could be added - probably due to the action of SbgOg going 
SbgOg. No leach was carried to.complete oxidation; that is, unti 

[ling present had been converted to the higher valanoes. They were carried 
i t  enough, however, to 3how that oxidation in the leaoh was an uneconomic 
•ocess. Even blowing air in a continuous stream through the leach from 
tart to finish failed to oxidize the iron or manganese. The introduction 

air, in those cases where very little oopper was dissolved, did improve 
ie extraction of cadmium to a marked degree.

The case of aluminum presented a new problem. The discovery and 
mfirmatibn of this element in the cobalt residue will be discussed under 
trification. Suffice to say here that attempts to run the leach basic with 
sed, in order to eliminate aluminum, were unsuccessfulo Some A1 was precip- 
;ated but the amount removed did not justify the loss in extraction. The 
ocedure of adding zinc oxide (calcine) to the leach to precipitate A1 was 
Lscarded for three reasons; (1) It made the leach filter poorly, (2) tied 
the zinc in an unrecoverable form, and (3) diluted the leach residue with 

[nc for which a penalty might,be charged when the residue was sold.
Practically no antimony or arsenic gets into the leach solution,

I ) the removal of these elements is not a problem. Considerable niokel 
1 ssolves if it is present in the feed. Some of this will come out with the 
[daiuia sponge - the re3t will go through to the barren solution. None gets 

I ito the final cobalt oxide product,,

t On the following pages will be found the leaching experiments and 
e results. In each case the log of the leach and other significant data 

fe given. All leaches were run on the same general plan of adding the dry 
sidue, ground to pass ten (10) mesh, to the meahanically agitated acid 
lution until the final acidity was low enough to allow filtration,



Laach No 8 1

1

Straight Leach 
Using 2COG ec

Tim

Time
9*15 A.M.'
9»3Q
9*45

IGsOO
10*15
10*30
10*45
11*00
11*15
11*30
11*45

Run far extraction data.
gr * Zn/h.1 Zinc Plant Electro3,yte at 269 gr. acid/L & 52.0

Wet Residue later
Acid added added
Gr/L

269

in ''T'f.ras in cc ►3 0 O

100 25
100 47
100 72
100 80
100 100
100 . 100
100
100

82100 100
100

84100
12*35 P.U. 9*0
12*30
1*00 4*o
1*15
1*45 2.0
2*00
2*30 0*5
2*45
3*00 Specific Gravity of Solution -» 

Leaching time - “ “

25

15

1C

1.478 (Filt9red) 
5 hrs* 45 rain.

100

100
100

80

Laach No. 1 Balnffcc,

Product % Gr % Gr % Gr
Zn Cu Cd

eod 1150 gr 30,4 350 1.5 17.2 2.4 27.6
asidue 254 gr 1.8 4.7 7.2 13.3 ^•3 5*9
lectrolyte 2000 cc 52.G 104
olution 2640 cc 170 448 *020 #053 9#o *3.7

% Gr % Gr % Gr
Co Sb Al

3.4 39«1 i z n z 1.05 12.1
0.13 0.3 38.2 97 0.05 1.3

14.45 33.2 0.31 0.82 4.2 11.1

ITRACTIONS >7% . 73.6jt 99-3̂

smarks* Good extraction for 2n and.Co but Cdextraction is disappointing. Note that 
most of Cu and Sb remains in the residue.
Laach f i lt e r s  well#



Attempt to precipitate Fe during leach, using KG10, is  acid solution, then 
adding CaCQ,

Start Leach with G. p. Sulphuric acid instead of electrolyte. "(lj>00 sc)

T 0 C KCIO3 CaCQj Fa gr/L
gr/L

Time Acid Feed T 0 C

8*30 A.M, 250 100 50
8*50 100 75
9*10 100 3o
9*30 100 32
9*50 100 100

10*10 100 100
10*30 65 150
10*50 50
11*10 50 100
11*30 25 50
11*50 50
12*10 P.Mo
12*30 25
12*50 25
is 10 1 25
1*30 30
1*50 - 25
2*10 25 100
3*3C
3*45-

9*30 
10*00 
11*30 
ItOO P.M. 

.3*30

Let aiiand overnight-
Acid
Spot

Acid
Spot

100 100

Filtered «  fa ir ,
Sp Gr 1.430
Leaching time 7 hr*. 15 rain. 
Agitation for Fe 7 hra- 0 min.

Loach No», 2 Balance

1.25

75 2 3 1.25
3
3 1.25

30 2 3 1.25

Product
Zn Cu Cd Co

% .g r ... n : — g , ___ J .  - —SL 7* ....
Feed 975 gr 30®4 296 1.5 14.6 2.4 23*4 3*4 33.2
Residue 297 gr 5*6 17 4.2 12.5 1*9 5*6 0.73 2.2
Solution 1450 ee 156 226 0.3 1.1 11.0 16.0 18.9 27*4
(Eat.) Wash
Water 1000 cc 53 1.0 1.8 4* •-1>

EXTRACTIONS 9 4 .# ?6.Q$ 93»$

:Remarks* Unsuccessful for precipitation of Fe*
The addition of 4 gr KGIO3/L had no-effect on the iron, indicating that the 
oxidizer is  being consumed by something other than ferrous ion«

Cz Extraction is  poor. Filtration is  poorer than #1* Using 2$f» 0 P HgSQ̂  
instead of electrolyte gives a-solution a Ijlttle higher in cobalt but weaker tis



Leach No. 3

An attempt to precipitate Fe and Mn during the leach by adding, as 
oxidizer* sodium hypochlorite containing sufficient excess sodium hydroxide 
to satisfy the acid liberated by the Fe and Mn sulphates. Leach neutralized 
■with excess feed before oxidation# Start leach with 1000 cc zinc plant 
electrolyte®

iTime
gr

Feed
gr/L | 
Acid I

cc
Viator T °C

110*15 A.M. 100 2?1 45°
10*30 100
10*45 100 100 80°
111*00 100
111*15 100
111*30 .50 100
11*45 25 1
0.2*00 25
1 1*00 P.M. 25 F.A.
1 1*30 15
i 2*00■ 10 a 100
| 2*30 10 »?
i 3*00 10 n 100
J 3*30 10 Neutral
! 4*00 .10 1

Stand overnight on steam table (hypochlorite used contains 120 gr 
NaOH/L and 43 ,4 gr GI2/L}

3*00 A.M. 
9*00
2*00 P.M.

Stand overnight on steam table

9*00 A.M,
1*00 P.M.
1*30
2*45
3*00 Filtered -  very poorly,

Add wF ilter-a id” in attempt to

00
Solium hypo° 

chlorite
gr/L
Fa

r ”  t
gr/L
Mn

" ' “Hj 1,03 1*74
115 CG

0.30 lo70

100 CG
o.ui 1,20

25 ce
0.05 0®20

speed filtration

gr/L
A1

High

Approx
5 $

removed

n il

n il

Remarks* The leach is successful from a standpoint of Fe and Mn removal but th 
procedure followed is impractical from an operating point of view 
because*

1. Filtration is very poor® (see below)
Zo dilution by oxidizing reagent is Z5% of the 

original volume.
3. Fa and Mn oxidid&tion requirements for this 

solution are 2.95 gr of Clo but their removal 
took 10®4 gr Gl2 -  only 2&% efficiency -  again 
pointing to the consumption of-dxidizar by the 
leach pulp®

4. Fe & Mn basicity requirements for the solution 
are 4.76 gr NaOH but their removal took 29 gr -  
only 1&% efficiency, (see below)



Leach Ro. 3 (G oat)

This leach ms the first to point to the presence of Al iii the 
leach solutions.. The fact that it was d ifficu lt  to run neutral indicated 
that some element might be precipitating upon the addition of the feed end 
liberating sulphate ions* Also it  did n,t iseem reasonable to attribute 
the very poor filtra tion  to the 1.08 gr Fe and 1.74 gr Mn that®were precipi
tated. The slowness suggested some gelatinous substance such as s ilic a , or 
perhaps beryllium or aluminum hydroxide which might be precipitated upon the 
addition of the excess caustic- in the hypochlorite.

By analyzing the reserve samples of leach solution, and observing 
the decrease in the bulk of the precipitate formed when successive samples 
Were made ammoviacal, the aluminum was estimated. Precautions were taken to 
eliminate the possibility of confusing the precipitate with manganous hydrate.

Cobalt Oxide



A t t i  ■ ■■ t  > rove 6 / a of Od by ilcuXty; ,-ir turu leach. 
7Jo6* 4r & 5 v-ic- "■;« si. px<|c to d4t n iv.~ the effect of

-::vaing c jcces 2 ..uue*
Kc,» 3 i rv »•; fcai.ie a; poeaL < * using foedj the drop In Al

.is';-; . sol-tioh noted# Leash staged with 2000 cc e.P. HgSu. t.■

F.M,

, i 0 P cM«

’Residue

foT T ~ ■" ...... U oTT ....... ...........
later <5t*/L gr/L I gr/L !

t -Jn #4 Mn Mn
p rj> C

12 100 100.
M* ioo

100 ioo
100 ioo
100 100
100 loo

53 100 100 i-.-O
100 100

100 100 100
100 100

\ 25 25 ,
100 15

Rone High 1 10 Higl
FA 10

P»

ti
15

filtered l*5o »350
J

15
Let I St :.n<
0v n.i ht 1*4 00 *370

All d.v •:■■■■ ii i-at ion with a ir  bluvdnr thru solution'
10

F ilte re d 1.6Q0

oP o

.522

I
i&hly

■

. Product

'■OTTflf?:'--

::t *
“r-m

1140 r 30.4 347
3*5 1

V' *55

C E ___»  p r  zj. it
3*£- j -3*>
Q*>■ ; 1*0

2113 4 4 .C

X.05 12.0

K A 11.4

I : $7'4t

■  A ir turned on at th is point ® continued until filtration ,
m A ll solution essays given in gr/L*



Product

.29d
sgidtiy

fractions;

1225 gr

2200 co

3C.4
4*7

170

-Wt

96i#

1 C X K>J)

«fc
38.4

12.0

2̂ .4
2.4

26.2

91.8#

Co

3 .4  _ 
0.56 

21,.0

40.4

A1

i.05 It * V.- i

iOTtarks* Filtered w ell. Successful for improving the Cd extraction. It  is
d ifficu lt  to run the 'letch basic with feed - a  pH of 4.7 is about the

■
Unsuccessful for precipitation of iron »  a l l  day agitation; with ah air 
stream blowing, thru the hot solution failed to lower the iron.

Even though $5 had 7*4$ more feed than $4, thie excess failed to drop 
the Al appreciably. The small drop in Al doss not justify the loss of 
Gd & Co extraction®

I



Leach Noa» 6 & 7

Attempt to precipitate iron and manganese during leaching process with 
KJ.&1O4. as oxidizer plus ZnG. Used 2000 cc G.P. acid at 265 gr/L, and a ir to get 
maximum Cd extraction.

jTiise
gr

Feed
gr/L
Acid

—

T °G
=c

Water

M- u
gr

Kiln 04
gr
ZnO gr/L Fe gr/L M11 Al

■.*45 p .m.
| to
Kt05 lodo

~T6]T”

Neutral

55

80 ..300
P  s 00 Let

Stand
over
r&cfat 1.75 0.600 High

■  lOO A.M. “ "Ho"' ~ T ~
pTio 40
fe; 10 Sampled 1.65 1.560 Lower
E i 15 15
E i45 P.M. H 1.40 k 1.560 Very Low
i t  00 10

10
fcsGG Let

Stand
over
eight

is  00 Asit.
feaOO Sampled 0.350 2.56
fcsOO Filtered, vo l.s 2050 cc

Remarks 1 Poor filtra tion .
UnsacessfUl* Iron is removed fa irly  well after 27 gr ZnQ/L have removed 
most of the Al but too much oxidizer is consumed for the results achieved. 
The manganese continues to climb instead of being eliminated, pointing 
again to consumption of oxidizer by the leach pulp. The permanganate is  
being reduced to MnSO^

Leach ih

As a confirmation, Leach No. 6 was repeated, using 110 gr zinc plant 
calcine in place of G.P. ZaO. This exnibited the same trend. Fe ended 
at 0.350 gr/L and manganese in solution ended at 3*26 gr/L.



v,, ;
p j  ;c n s ' sis.: t.:a a&a: for purification of . h solution beford precipitation

of cobalt»

'
aecs oapaayiag ele^est with sodium hypochlorite®

Start-with 2000 ee C*Pe a2S04 at 13% acid*

tost -added to precipitate copper with l?aeh pnlp^ Us: , ww bat••:.•. of feed ($2)

I Time

| 3*30 A©M, 76
j U 45 
| jlOO 
9il0.

! I a 4-3

p*5o

2 »3 0  P»M®

Water

250

Acid

350 400
400
400

Zn Oust 
g r

23

Turned a ir  on at start

gr/L
'

Add Zj, dust to precipitate Cu

Filter

Spe gr«,
2900 o« 
1,?440

hQ9Ch:.r>g ti a ,2

Product

f® ,,;i» KOtKMGaa

wt wt % ■Wt i

2 9 -5 2=»0 3 2 ,4 2 -5 4 0 -5 2 .7 43.7 1 .3 8 ,2 2 -4 J U 1 118
Residue 5-2 22a o J 1 7 7 ?
p e l'ru 1 5 T ^ 3 .1 9 .0 1 0 ,5 . 0 2 0 '
pust
l »  Water
L M ,0 . , „ . io °Q  gc L i l 1 ,0 -  ^ 0 —
L'.irastian 97.5 30.<$ 98a*



■ Up* 8 ^ ; 1.,

The precipitation of cobalt w ill be discussed under cobalt oxide pro--
duetioa®

This leach brings out some interesting points in regard to what might 
be encountered in re-working residue of this character which is  not uniform as 
to  metallic content or degree of oxidation®

A new batch of feed was used, taken from different portions of the ator^ 
age pile«. Unlike the f irs t  batch, this material yielded a solution very high in 
copper. It  is  not known whether th is was due to the effect of a ir blowing in from 
the start, or whether the copper would have dissolved unaided, because of the high 
CS50 gr/l>) acid at the start,,

Despite the high copper in solution the cadmium extraction is  disappoints 
tuga This may be due to not haring allowed enough time during the leaching period 
for the cadmium to  dissolve® It is  barely possible that the Zinc dust addod pr®=> 
cipitated Gadmi’.aa, m i  this cadmium was not allowed time enough to displace copper®

A theoretical quantity of zinc dust is  not sufficient to completely pre
cipitate a l l  the copper* Aiding 23 gr dust m  the basis of 1*03 gr 2n duet precip
itating 1 gr copper, s t i l l  le ft  over 3 gr copper in solution®

Almost a l l  the A1 dissolves &»d w ill have to be removed f-om solution

Practically a l l  of the Sb stays with the residues



to  cem pletsly p re c ip ita te  the copper,.

Start w ith 2000 cc C P ELSO.; at 357 gr/L -  a ir  blowing in fro®

gr Zn Dust

— J L . U - ___ 117
200

200

. . . T f t
..... 30 250 .200 _

l i i  og 40
11:15 100
11*10 _ 100

30
i S T Turned off a ir

2 > 00 Filtered 100 cc
sample of leach
sol'n  and pulp 
'

65____ . .....30
4s00 "  1*6 Let stand over*- 

night.
5* 00 . ..To _ T  “

10*00 -----
10*15 1 )
10*45 0*21.
11*00 5
11*30 0.15

3  „ F i l t e r
F i l t e r s  d e ll 
Leaching time*
2 hrs« 45 tain,, 
Cu ppt„ tim e, 5 
hoursa

BALANCE LSACH

x 3b in  so lu tion  a015

xx Sol'n assays always given in grams par liter*



This leach would indicate two things*

1. A short laach of 3 hours is  sufficient to extract th© 
greater portion of the cadmium.

2, The additions of zinc dust, to precipitate copper, are 
responsible for the poor cadmium extraction^.

Notice that the 1st residue (bofore the zinc dust was added) contained only 
Cd. Assuming that the main residue would nave weighed 420 grs. had the 

zinc dust not been added nor th® 1st residue removed, then the cadmium extrac 
txon, calculated on a Q»7$> Cd basis, would have been about 93/̂ ®

This material seams to take about 50% dust in excess of the theoretical to gat 
a l l  the copper. This excess, over what was added in No. 8, did not effect the 
cadmium extraction adversely «■ an 3l,4/i on No* 9 compares favorably
with an 8Q.Q£ on No* 8.

The Leach' solution Mo. 9 was given a treatment dth calcine to remove Al. The 
data and discussion w ill be found under "Purification".

Loach No. 9 (Coat)
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L a e . g N o 10 (c o a t l

:_iia leash demonetratss again (Saa No* 4) that it  is  impossible t© pre
cipitate Fo during leaching preen as using s ir  in neutral solution so long as* there 
i® &ny &1 present9 The Al assays given on solution are approximations only< ®sti«* 
mated from the observed bulk of precipitate formed in an ammoniacal solution* As 
much at: 'JO gr Calcine/L were net particularly effective in removing the Alt, The 
filtered  solution was given a treatment with C.-»P» ZnO and a ir vfa.ich did remove most 
®£ the iron •■nd a l l  of the aluminum., (see under •Purification'*)

This material would give a high copper solution without the use of aix»

las* surprising thing ©bout the calcine addition is  that it removed over 
59? ®f the copper from solution* probably as Gu(0H)2©

Unfortunately it  also ruined the Cd extraction*) As shown by the 1st 
residue assay ®f Q®3? Cd i f  we assume the main residue weight would have been 400 
grams without the addition of the calcine* then the Cd extraction Can be calculated to 
be about .99?® Those residue assays were carefully checked and found te be correct®
It is not known in what form tbs cadmium was precipitated, but it is  known that it  
was not due to tho formation of a capper-cadmium complex* Tho residues from the cal

cine treatment of leach solutions No's. 9 and 10, far the removal of Al, were care
fu lly  tested for cadmium and found to be *nil%  although No* 10 had a high Cu content® 
Evidently the additicn ®f ZnQ to-those cadmium bearing solutions w ill not precipitate 
Cd when the ZnO is  added away from the leach pulp*

It dees not seem advisable to add the calcine before filtration * From the 
assays ©f Leach No0 $ it  is reasonable to assume that the amin z'esitlue has been 
raised in 2 » content from 3$ t® 10o7? by these additions* It  is  estimated that 50^
©f the 118 gr of Za added with the calcine want int® the solution as ZnS0;, »

The leach filtration  was poor*



w n n w ia tim a m r/g in r

Lase-ptla,- '4.1

T.. iseeis -:,.s run mai.-ly in ••Briar i s  lain sal- ties frof. a :©rtior» ©£ 
original hsitah residua used, is  lathed  .1, ; r _ nal*# ai|> blown on freia.

th is material.. Run ,in & le?d pat instead i t  a glass Isaak art

S"'i: r? with 6 lit re s  o f 0 P H^SG  ̂ &■, 310 gr a d/L/

Ti.Liac .....i M i l .._| ................ . .. — M stiks
ios.':5 ■■ v ; * 3io_ .

5Q0
XOS4S

n < i5
_  500. 1

It OU P*M*
64

ii3Q ____
F ilter* Vq : ■ 7000 c® incl* ■••’»., W* 
Sp« Gs^ 1*450* Leading tim© »  4 
hours -  45 minutes-.

BALMC&

St
_ % _ ;* i

1 _  3” CO gr 30*4 1140 1.5 55*5 2*4 88*8 3.4 125*8 8*5 314 1,0 5
lidua 830 £.0 1? 54; 0 1*4 H i  6 0*5 4© <2 38,0

160*0 1120 Go 2 120 SliL-

iragtiqns 98„6£ 86.# 96*8*

E»

ra

___



taken from the'storage bin under the Shriver press-i It was thoroughly dried in the 
air for two weeks at an oven heat of 30°C to 35°C, then crushed, railed and sampled* 
t d iffers from the other batches in being ouch higher in Gu end Go t low in Al«

The leach was run to obtain solution which was high in cobalt*

Start with 8 litres of 350 gr G P H2SO4. in a lead pet.

Tima
cc

Water
3 c

Temp.
gr

Feed 1
gr/L
Acid REMARKS

9*30 a.if. 2500 Me air®
10*00 500 240
10*10 78 2500
10*45 500 140
io*5c
n*30 1000 60

1000
l2sQQ Moan 500 25 Turn on air.
I f00 P.M. 81 22

100c
-l«3P. 5CG
1*40 500

- 1
Start filtration  ** gsod 
Leaching time * 6 hews.
Vel® ef Sel'n plus wash watt

•

Baland s Leach Ns, 2.4

led uct
In

% I. Wt.

.  9900 gr 19.5 1930
pidue 334Q gr 1,1 34
liutien  
p e l
ft or ) 15330 cc

14*2

Gu

42.0

Wt

1408
140C

13c 1995 e„65 12 14®5 222 45 2

Cd
jTl wt

2,2
0*2

218

T
Cs

_1*3_0.6

it
723
H .

700
RACTI0N3 97-3^ 97 -3%

x Solution .assays in grams per lit re .
Very lit t le  espper dissolved using belch No® 3

T
0.24
0.10

Wt
3.8

wt

21k

1*34 20^6 0



[OBJECT* T# leash «ith  plant eleetrslyte inatead of CJP. HgSQ .̂

Used snother hatch (#4) of eolw.lt resided from storage bin, thoroughly 
dried* high in. cobalt®

I Time • **5
1

L
°i *a Fasd

-JffiL— -S s A  —
Slactrslyte

cs RKIttRKS
P % 40 A * &£*> 1000 230 10000 Turn «n air®

. _ r \ 1000
EliiOO 70

500
i r 100G 3t<r00

0U\ . . - . 1 - ----
30 500 ' 1

500
20

1000 1000
3'.1*00 KOvffi. 40
S£7\5 f .m. 1000 500

1*00 ‘ is *
20

1000
i 1*30

. ... r̂»ir»i.Tfi ur.x--rerv ,w*nm*mrmtaiKe a 
:

2® 00
1

<40 ,-, - ini■ „— -■ ——— — Filter . ... ... 
Filters falx's
Vel, s 1770O e«
Sp„ Gr® S 1.45C 

(F* 1.3
(Mb 1*49. Leaching tin; . 
5 hours.

BALHSCS LB1CH NO 25

Za Cu ■ ^ »
T ----%— , ft 71 M ft

” Bo52 1US0 14o7 13.01 2*1 239 M ™ Is * j A 234
•.strol. 120C0 se 49o3 592 ■

41.5 1200 6 .7 20 QaOC 4 1 .3*3 0.1 2.8
cliiisn  1770C 5«75 I3ai 4 ^ I M ..
’ash Water 2300 £ i
Otismiedli.

45 •

I OTRAGTIONS n  >1% 97«5£

x Solution at'says in grass par litre. 
Considerable copper diessires using batch #4*



Run to determine the feasib ility  s f leaching the fresh cobalt residua before 
.x, has been oxidized* Taken directly from top of storage bin *• meet recent residue made,

10;QO A.M. Start with 3000 cs of G P H-pSÔ  at 356 gr acid/L, 60°C
10s00 A.M. 
to 3 P* M*

Is10 P.M.

Feed in 14473 gr of wet residue by mulling small portion® with water in 
iron mortar then adding to leach as paste* (14478 gr wet feed at 37 1%
moisture equals 9000 gr dry feed)___________
Acid 35 ftT lT  bPc ~ , • . ■■

3*2Q P.M*
3*40 P.M.

Add 2000 cc Water
J T k i . 3 L . z u L

* 50 PcM« Add 10QQ eg Water- _ ___ .______ __ ____.__ ,
Acid 31 gr/l* (no change in acidity after 5 hrs. agitatlonT

"* A A 4 " • r ...,C b!r ~ ZZ/p"* A 5 OrT**
1|0£^F,
9iQ5~PJtT Aid 2C00 cc Watsr-T 85UC
9*10 P.M.
I * 1£ P.Mc 
hOO A .Me

Samples ° obtained 1st residue put solution back into leach. 
Turn on a ir and let agitate overnight
Acid 30 gr/L ( l  gr/L drop after l lh r f i .  agitation with" a ir )
At this point it  was considered impossible to neutralize the leach, with 
feed, down te a» acidity acceptable for filtration * Further additions 

, of the paste would result i n a pulpy mas which would hardly a;-:, it  ate. 
9*00 A.M. Add 610 gr zinc plant calcine te neutrals,za leash* (ket added to pre

cipitate Al) „
10*00. A.M. Acid o T S "g r/ L

Filter* F ilters well* Sp Gr “ 1*400* Yol 15200 cc

Balance Leach No* 30

r  "  “ i
1 Product

r ~ ---------

• .. _ . _
i Zn . 1 Ou Gd Go Sb

$ i  ... m u J L _ wt $■ fI wt I ft
i 9000 gr | 17 o5 l f l5 22. iT 2040” i r r 162 i W 4*2

lloina 610 cr 55 c 3 0o2 1 0*3 1.8 „....- J
6 residue 297 ex ! jULsSL̂ vm ,.0 .1 $ ' 11.2 U L ’1 ?
fin Residue ' 4335 2.5 107 43*7 1390 Q.05 2 a 8*1 351 T aT
fcon.-Inclc Wo i
It or......... . 111Sg£Q_ec_ U L j m Co08 iH s l. l ie 26,0 •M - 0 005 L  ,

x Solution assays in. gr/L 

Not successful fo r cobalt extraction.:

This cobalt residue sample, perhaps, does not reflect the analysis of the 
usual fresh residue made , but it is  representative of the type of uua xid is:e& material 
which would be encountered*

The poor cobalt extraction {$1$}. 'is probably explained by the residual activs 
zinc dust present in the feed. As the leach approached low acidity the dust precipitate 
cobalt from solution*

The 1st residue, before the a ir  was admitted, was 1.1,2$ Cc, and after a ll night 
agitation and neutralization with calcine the main residue had 8.1$ Ce* Bata of these 
products are too high to discard, so s-ttempts to retreat the leach residua $30 were mo.ue;«

^T
n

q
o

s 
■



■

Start with 1000 c© C F H<jS04 at 250 gr ecid/La

for plaxst operatiera because of the high Cu content 
©£ the swlwtIan. The problem of Gu removal from 
the seluticm w ill be considers^ u m «  leach Ko* 4€u



Leach Ng» JO B

Retreatoeht of leach residua 30 with hot water leach* 
Start with 2000 c water.

Temperature Feed
■-££.

9*gg 62 100
10*00 72 100
11*00 75 100
12*00 60 100
1*GQ ■ 73 100
4:00 Filtered,. ’/ol« 1700 CCe

B&lanee 
L«&ah_Ng_e_. 30. B

--------------- ,
Cu Ce

i wt n
-w'"" ‘ .....

Fa ad 500 gr 43*7 219 8.1 40,5
Residue 490 gr 43 «6 213 7.0 34*3
S©l'n (Incl, 
Wash Water) 2000 c« 3o0 6 3 a 3. 6.2 i
EXTRACTION 1308^

Unsuccessful for Ce extraction.



Leach Noc 40

Object: Ts o b iin  a loach aclutian high in copper, 
for purificcttic" «>'p<?rbnontp.- 

2.
& 10)
Start with l i  |* O4 at 4*8 gr/L»

®c
Temp. Feed

~ r jh
Acid REMARKS

200 148
-9 »P 0 ... .....L M ~ j 200

200
9i 2Q _  72

JH3® _ 2 £ _ 500
r -  -......  ■—

?*40 200
JLiiP 210 r  ■■ ~ ~ ~ i
10s OG 200
10*10 200 •

10*20 200
150 170
150

10*50 500
11*00 . X L ..J
111 10 15CL . “  —  ' 1
JAlSiL 80 -1 15_0__ —  1— ....... ................... ""“ -i

U O L .  ... L _ i& .
500

JL50_„
12*00 Neon m

:!

12*10 P.B. l^JQO. ..
12*30 200 " 500
1*00 7 l .
Is 10 L.... 3 f ..._ Turn on Air* -

Is 20
1*2? 500

Li*ip  _ 100 “ 14“
* M35| _ 50
1*40
1*45 4 ,500
1*50 Neutral 1000 Filtered well* Sp.Gro* 1,446.

Vol 8900 cc including ws,Bh water

Balance 
Loach No a 40

Zn Cd
. f t P wt % ' fft , % . wt

29,5 1372 2 d ^ 9 ? T 2*5 116 ,2 2.7 125»6 1-33 p : ~
* 1115'gr 2.0 2.2 2*1 23*4 1*0 11.2 0.18 2*0 1.6 17 ; I

8900 cc 152 1352 L 8‘* . 75*6 11.3 101. C 13.8 123.0 5.2 46.3 !
.IITHAGTIOHS 1 T M

Solution assays in grams par litres

_______________ «



was obtained, blowing in a ir to help Cd extraction, then , finishing 
otx wxtfe feed to an acidity low enough for filtration  (about 2 gr 
acid per lit ra , or less)

____ Volume gr/L Total Feed Batch No

f H c0 .P.H9S0A 2000 252 504 1040 1
2000 ..249
2700 1450
2700 262 708 1450
5400 275 1485 2150ft 3000 846
7000 2079 4300 — 1 r

: Elect 4000 J M L 3600

Solution Assays gr/L

2200

2700 

^200

1 o 416

1450

I 0b 66

1*460 ' 1,5 . 1.52 
3. 440 , U f W Z ?  
1 412. i*5
1 460

15*8

1 2 M L .





Purification

The term "Purification” iH this plan refers to the precipitation 
;f aluminum and iron from the filtered leach solutions, Manganese may be 
removed, as desired, and some oopper, if present is removed incidental to bhe treatment for A1 and Fe.

The need for purification is three fold. First, and most import
ant, is the necessity of removing aluminum. The removal of Fe, Mn or Cu ifi a 
question of economics but the precipitation of A1 into the purification resi • 
due is absolutely essential if the plan is to be workable- If the solutions 
ire not first purified of Al, this element will be precipitated by the 
subsequent additions of sodium hypochlorite and render the final cobalt 
hydroxide product unfiltera'ble. Secondly, Fe, as well as Al, is precipitated 
sy NaOCl, so that if both these elements are not removed they contaminate the 
jobalt hydroxide. The final product, being relatively high in impurities, 
is unattractive to cobalt oxide consumers. Lastly, there is no way to stop 
the Al or Fe from consuming the reagent intended for cobalt precipitation 
so nothing in gained by not purifying previous to adding the~NAQClo

Aluminum was first suspected in leach No. 3o Again in trying to 
urify leaches No. 1 and No. 4 {pi, p4) and again in the cobalt precipitation 
of leach No, 8 (Prece No. 1). Its behavior in the solution analysis for Fe 
vas responsible for its discovery. When solutions were oxidized, made 
unmonlacal and boiled, they were later centrifuged to facilitate'the separation 
jetween the ferric hydrate and the liquid. The Al present would precipitate 
ilong with the,iron and form considerable bulk in the bottom of the tube 
ifter centrifuging. By observing the decrease in this bulk on samples taken 
ifter addition of basic reagents such as ZnO or NaOH, the first clue to its 
presence was had. At first thought to have been beryllium, or some similar 
element, it was later confirmed as aluminum by the Gooch and Havens test

f which consists of passing gaseous hydrochloric acid into a cold, concentrated 
olution of the metal chlorides, in a mixture of ether. Beryllium remains 
oluble while aluminum is precipitated as A1C13 „ 6HgO.

The removal of Al from the leach solutions necessitated the addi
tion of some basic reagent to precipitate A1 (0H)3. The basic reagent most 
suitable was ZnO, as it was cheap, did not precipitate cobalt, nor lose 
the sulphate ion as an insoluble coupound. The sources of ZnO available 
to this plant, other than commercial ZnO purchased in the open market, are 
zinc plant calcine and zinc melting furnace dross. If the final zinc sulphate 
solution is to be sold or used in the manufacture of some product it is 
advantageous to oonserve the sulphate ion in the solution, which it would 
be according to the reaction:

Alg(S04)3 + 3ZnO 4 6 HgO 2 A1 (0H )3 + 3 ZnS04 + 3 HgO 
(precipitate) (sol’n)

As the iron is usually present In the leach solution in the 
ferrous state, it requires oxidation before it can be precipitated. There 
are very few oxidizers vdiich will work in neutral or basio solutions. The 
important ones are:. Gig gas, hypochlorites, chromates, persulphates, 
lydrogen, peroxide, sodium peroxide and permanganates.

It was thought best not to consider the Clg gas because of its 
Insolubility in the leach solution and its offensive^properties when set 
free in the air on a large scale. Hypochlorites were tried and found to work, 
but it was kept in mind that the residue might be returned to the main zinc



Purification - 2

plant leach. Hence the hypochlorites were not particularly desir'teable. 
Ihromites were not tried because of the slimey, difficultly filterable 
lydroxide formed when chromium salts are precipitated by bases. The -net* 
sulphates were discarded because of their costs.

■poor for manganese. Hydrogen peroxide was only tried as manganese oxidizer Ruud was found tfo be unsatisfactory.
Potassium permanganate was found to be a dependable oxidizer for 

■iron, never having failed to precipitate iron under a variety of conditions. 
I ,• must os remembered, however, that KM11O4. does not have the 3ame oxidizing 
power in basic solution as it has in acid solution Whereas in acid solution 
tie manganese in permanganate undergoes 5 units'of reduction in basic aol'n 
i“ undergoes buu 3 units, going from KMnO. to MnOp. Thus, the oxidizing 
power<of permanganate in basic solution if but 60% of what it is in acid

lesired, but unlike iron, this element is not oxidized with NaoOo or HpOp 
inder the conditions found in this process. It can be eliminated down to 
7° 100 mS Per litre by permanganate, according to the well known reaction

3 MnSO^ + 2 KMn04 2 HgO — ^ 5 Mn02 + KgSO^ + 2 HgSO^ 
provided there be sufficient zinc oxide present to neutralize the acid.

Repeated attempts to clean the solution of manganese were unsuccess-
,ul. In some cases, by adding the theoretical amount of KMn04 for both Fe 
md Mn, the manganese could be dropped to a low figure (75 mg/L). However, 
tfien an unsufficient amount of KMn04 was first added and the remaining: Mr 
•titrated" with KMn04 the results were far from satisfactory. If a drop in 
fa occurred at all it did not proceed along stoichiometric lines despite the 

Ifact that permanganate was being consumed. Analysis of the purification 
residue confirmed the belief that the cobalt was being precipitated by this 
reagent - probably as a cobalt manganate - and being lost in the residue, 
ffne KMn04 which was added for Fe only did not precipitate cobalt,

jDxide did not regard manganese as a very harmful impurity, and would acoept 
& product, without penalty, which was relatively high in this element, 
mfter that, the purification for manganese was considered to be of secondary 
Importanceo It should be pointed out that leaching with commercial E oSOa 
gave a solution which ran approximately 0.4 to 0.7 gr Mn/L; an amount which 
|r:.il not 3how up over 2% In the final product. If zinc plant electrolyte is 
useci for the leach, the resulting solutions are between 1.0 and 3.0 gr Mh/L 
jfend will run the Mn in the final product up to 3.0% or 5% Md..

tae treatment for Al, by ZnO 0 This amount becomes apprecable if the copper 
Ls not removed before the purification in those solutions which assay 5 gr 
yU/L or higher. If a few hundred milligrams of copper are left in the leach 
solution to insure a good Gd extraction, then advantage can be taken of this 
5asic precipitation to further clean the solution of Cu before sponging

Sodium peroxide was found to be a good oxidizer for iron but

solution

Manganese can be eliminated during the purification process, if

It was later found out that consumers and processors of cobalt

incidental to



Attempt to precipitate Fe by addition of hypochlorite as exidiaer using 
C&GÔ  fox basic reagent*

Use a l l  of solution from Leach t

Hypochlorite contained 120 gr NaOH/L and 50 gr CI2/L.

Tune
Sel9n

m.
T

* G

Hyp*
Chi.;.:, it  t

&&
CaGOj
0f . Fe Un

9*30 A*Ho 2460 60 160 ce 16 1*20 2.24 effervescerr ©
10:00 SpoGre 

1.478 la 20 1.26 H
10:45 4 14
l l i  15 2 »
12*00 PollCe 2 «

' l.:00 2 »t
2:00 H
2*15 3 j l  H 2 M
2:30 Go 7 0 Ira 20 f*

. . . im .  _ 4 N
4 W

:o i5 . , 60 4 If

Let stand overnights
,0sDO Add

200 ©c 
fetor

55 0o70 l s 26

W5 30 _ 5Q .
J& Z U L JL O060 3 3 o

Filtered  
poorly 

F©1* 1920

9:30 AoMs Add
300 ©c 
Wat. ar

fo

10»3C OoOT 0,37 ... .......... ........
H i l l  . 35 ....

- ..OoOf.
2 tOO Filtered

po ;r lr

This purification is  based oa the principle that sodium hypochlorite w ill  
oxi.'iisc iron to the ferric state? and precipitate manganese as UnOgo in basic solu
tion,

It was run before the presence of aluminum was determined It  was thought 
a few grams of calcium carbonate? sufficient to care for the acid liberated by 

the iron and raang&sieae sulphatess would be enough to render the solution basic , F®r 
additional basicity there were present about 10 gr free NaCH in the hypochlorate added 
{By "fraa" caustic is  meant that which is  in excess of the amount necessary to satisfy  
tha GX2 in the hypdchlerit o)©



*V the teniparatur j of this purification there is an incipient reaction 
between salciua. carbonate and. sinc. sulphate to yield salcUu* sulphate and, baai-t 
$isii carbonate As this r a t i o n  prsc ipitatss both sine ?nd sulphate i^ns i t  i > 
ua«’-‘j9-Li‘ib l8 ;, but far 9 f ir s t  t r ia l  it  was thought that most of the basie • «r| «ia t«  

report to aln.t sulphate oper the pr .w ip it  at ion of t-fc« i -on

Svary sd^ii ion of GrOSj p.? edw? >1 violent effervescence shining rdgr *eus 
v- ■-. and In the light a? «h?': v?3 »:w  the "eaation is  bslie^cd t®’V*ave

bsons

+  + > t  1

The reeofal a f Al ’sight havs pj**s-sdad according to the foil ring ee3.
salationsl

Al Precipitated by 42 gr G&CG- f',54 gr
* » » f r<Sf} <»a«stf4 in 1st

_■ o-idHi-w. of hypochlorite p. p.
H free caustie in 2nd 

ad it i  m ■ hy •, nc } 1 - ; ;

i ‘$ i+ j

1* is kaawu that the leach solution aantainsd 11® 1 gr &U
The purification was not successful from 9, practical viewpoint-, The C&GC,-. 

weuM "bail--- ■rar" crory pmifiation on a plait scales Soma other, basic reagent b®"- 
sid20 CaGO-) is  necessary0 The frse caustic in the hypochlorite is not only too sx-.~ 
paasive for Al Purification purposes but « slight, excess rould precipitate Zn(QH.V
a substance rosy difficult to fiIter®



This purs.ficat ion was on the same priceApia as Purifi«at ion 0 - >
?3d"' ca hyps .-hlopite w e 11 sd to oxidize Fs -«d p ree ijW i. ■:> Mr-., A jO% l -..t
ssk... 2V8r the oxidation requirements for Fe and Mn wag added to insure soas-̂
piste ■amovalo

It '\... ifera from in that ZnO was used to precipitate the Al and. make the 
solution basic before fee addition of the N&OCX

W *Q . 4 %

11800
to

- l ! i2 -L !k .

AqI-JO gr C P , ZbO a*; a thick gaulslon ia  water* '
M d 2s 08 NaOCl obtaining "ay Cle/L and 120 jap Na(S7LV "
, agl tati ag the 3 elution turned brownI

f f ¥ f . sSampled,,) > Fe n il  ̂  Mn n i l  , Al very low,.
Filtered «• With difficulty a Necessary to add 20 gr f i l t e r  aid to epeed

74 gr to ta l (54 gr without tha f i l t s r  aid)* Total residue 
contained 2oOAf, Co9 (or 1*51 gr Co3)-

Roeidue

Discussions The purification accomplishes its purpose but is impractical not only 
because of its  slow filtration  but because of the high percentage of 
-obeli lost in the residue»

gr ?-’bait contained In Purification residue 1*51 
gr cobalt available in 1 l ite r  Solution T>1% c f avail 

able cobalt lost

To account for this loss is  not d ifficu lt*  It was probably due to the .excess 
hypochlorite added,* Considered in tha simplest terms Fs ia oxidized from a valence of 
t  o to three and manganese from two to four* Therefore stoichiometric ally

34 gr Fe / ill require 35 46 gr Cl (or 1 gr Fe requires 90633 gF C l)*  
54*94 gr Ms w ill  require 70*9 gr Cl (or 1 gr Mn * 1*29 gr C l)

1*5 gr in 1000 m  solution x Go 633 
0*3 g? Vo. * • • w x 125
Theoretical Cl9 requirements for Fe ^ 
Added 26 ®@ NaOCl containing 76 MgClg/I 
Excess Chlorine added 
1 g.; Co requ ires

0 /554 Gr Cl2*
,.g 331 gr Cl2o 
1*341 gr Cl2®
1 m .  gr G12o

. 6,c-t

fe-l’t fe 'v'5./ Cv fe:-;fe ?j-edpfeats at ■ 'fe!‘$ fef.b.'-/
60* precipitated by Al(OH)^,, using the avers

#2 & #3, of Do 12 gr Ce precipitated by every 1 gr Aluvinu.”,
1*76 gr C &iehs might have pre ipiiated«

That only ! . f l  gr Cc precipitated instead of l - 76 pyebably means that th *
hypochlorite ms not 1:*J% efficient-.

In plant practice it  might be possible ia  control the hypochlorite additions 
®‘; • closely thereby t voiding losers o f cobalt held in the Pu, ification re aid us Hqv.
cvor; both Puri? > #1 and- #4 indicate that the additions of Na(0H)j even in slight 
•*4w result in an undesirable precipitate» vary d ifficu lt  to filter,.,



i3 ba .oapared with $4 & Run on leach 1000 ce solution §117 at 15 3 gsr 0o/l*«
Use SnO and Sodium Hypochlorite sobtaining 120 g? NpiQH/L & 43,4 g CL,/l»-
*" ® hypochlorite addaa on a caustic basis that is, tha theoretical amount 

NaOH to satisfy the acid formed by tha liberation at the Fe & Mn sulphates was given 
fc ®a h addition and the Cl2 allowed to oxidise at random*

1 gr Fe requires 2®1$ gr MaOHy 
gr Mu " 1 ,46 w *°

l s 10 Add 2 gr C&F0 
S3 840 Filtration improved & little.,
5*50 Add 1 gr Glue-,
s-?10 Fi It ratios possible but ale®,.

Obtained 20 gr residua at 4c,73% Cc

Q̂.'xMJk &*(£■ ■ f available Cc held in Purification residue.,15o8



g Co/Ito
T:> be. compared with # 4 and #5 Run *.»a 600 • • •; leash solution #11 &t> 15,,

■
lit t le  free eaustie in this I x v r .hlo.’ i ia ).

to added on the chlorine basis that is ,  the theoretical amount 
-i  ̂ -;2 3-fiP'-!?:;*ary to oxidize both Fe & Ma was giveh at each addition and the caustic 
' l l t o  precipitate whatever it  would®

1 gr Fs requires 0^633 gr C.W
' ■ 3 ’ Mu * lo2 f} " « '/

Tin-?
•3*00 A«M»

lOliO

0 Q
"■&ST

% po

If/

2 0

10

•0130

i»i$ p/m/
Filtrat ion impossiblea 
Add 2 gr CaFg^

2*40 Filtration impsoved slight 1:/,,
Add 2 gr Glue*

3*00 Filtration possib le  but slow,.

Ffe
m lk .

CL 4

nil

Mn
_.£FA .

oT&T

M C

0,050

4 c

■3

lower

A-it?

Obtained 13 gr residue at 0®&8j£ G©<
*/';' ' - v / itv' :'' M ijj ©£ available Go held in Purification ResidueCOPal* available 9*5
•in 600 as solution

Purification 4*. 5 and 6 shoe that it is  possible;, but not particularly  
desirable to remove the Fe and Mr from solution by means of oodiura hypochlorite®

It might have been possible to speed the filtration  of No** 5 and 6 by said 
ing enough ZnO to completely precipitate the Al® However* this improvement is doubt 
?v! as the free caustic had probably precipitated sufficient Zn(QH},> or some other 
hydrate, to ruin the filtra tion .



ivfei5?apv, to preoip it -t,-■ F from he^trs? solution usi-is* Air as oxidise** 
4&?te&ny» removed by use of z tm  plant sa in ing

Start v;:\i*?. ,3003 of eol ■ <tion from Leash f>., Aid calcine as thiaF ewuleis* '»iih waier»

Tima | ©
HM Calcine F

~~M /k__
m  

-. i-.' A>
-3s 15 A lh
I S ? , .

■ * 2 ̂ . t c ; : . ; : ........ Turn on air,, _
— _

Sl2SL 2® 00 hivh
JA&l - J o  • 1.90 1.0

12*ih „  „ 1®75 .. Qo2
■*1*00 40 i
Its 00 Noon "n il" Agitation until 4*00 P„M, 

with air blowing thru 
neutral solution, Then 
stand overnight on Steam 
table®

?*G0J^M®, . m ..... 1 4’ C
U5o

"n il"  ' Tur n on %}, r again -
"n il"  '

12*00 UK'S® F lit ora
Filters wall •-■ very lar?;* 
•volume of precipitate®

Purification residue obtained 260 grams®
Assay? on Residue* Zn •  35%» Co -  0o33£» Cd -  lees than 0.3$.
Cohalt held in Purif. Residua _ g s j  - o f  available Cobalt,

Rsmrks# This purification would Indie ate that-,
1 *» Aluminum a an be successfully removed from solution by the use of sins 

plant -calcine.*
2 »  The e ir blowing thru a warm solution, made basic ae possible with cal

nine, doss not appreciably oxidise iron®
3 = Tbs Al{QHK tends to occlude cobalto The washing of this f i l t e r  cafcr 

required considerable water.



Fur i f  1;; irl. L ;>n 4$3

Trn.g was run on leach solution jflo to ©®»psrs

- -  * f  * i r  woul-d oxidize Fe in a. solution made neutral with C.P ZnO in»> 
stead of calcine, and

2 »  I f  the filtered  leach solution could be cleaned, of aluminum

Temp 
« 0

Zr.O Fs
_ _ g r A . .

Cu
.srJk

. S) , -.i—£-  J X  _ - 2»3 2ol 4 *7 Tum on air*
S Z j

j m ... 0.7 0,2
.0*30 10
Is Ip P M, .... 0*1...

■ ... 75 10
do 05 A d .

4*00 Filter-
F ilters vary w ell„

Residua obtainad 71 gr»

Assays cm Residues Zn -  2 # »  Co l*03jC8 Cu 1 5 «# s A1 Cd »  ■nil'1®
Cobalt held in Purif, Residua *  044  •  1,,3$ available cobalt.,

41«4
This purification shows that Fa can be oxidized in a filtered  leach solu  

b y a i r s provided ZnO is  used in glass of calcinoi andf that leach solutions can 
be cleaned of Al i f  f irs t  separated from the leash pulp-,

Cobalt was again occluded by the RICOH), precipitate,,

Is Purification #2. the ratio was 0*115 gr cobalt occluded per gr of Al
precipitated s,

In Purification #3 the ratio was 0&129 gr cobalt occluded per gr of Al.
precipitated..

Hotiea the amount of copper removed by t ’na 2nQ treatment©



Furifiiation #1 and #S

OxLiizs Fe in act id solution with NaClO^

Us&d o cmerca.il a odium chlorate screened thru 60 mesh; dissolved in water 
efore adding to purifi ation®

90 OO Gui . ZnO for basicity requirements®
* * 0 )  Zine Plant malting furnace Dross,, its place of ZnO.

Run on 1000 ..vs of Leach Solution 0  acidified to 1 gr HgSÔ /Liter*

Iron cm be ©add ed with NaC103 in asid solution and precipitated with ZnO- 
Iroc vuirh has been oxidized cannot be precipitated with Dross-

This dross contains 10o7% metallic aich acts as a reducing
at a llie s  are responsible for its  inability to precipitate the Iron as they not only

is© I Tern]
g®
ZnO

aWNaMiiM nJH«U3=SM»«»ugsai»i;.i.-'» - xiatta=l-jUIKNK
j  ;  £ ? / * • >  i  g * / £  i  
Nso io i Fe i jq  •

' "T c g r— 
Time Tsbhp

Dross
- gr

2-M -M SL2SL

too Filtered »  slowly

10

10

3*00 «  Filtration impobsibiW 
Add 10 gr F ilter aid8 

4s 00 ^ Filtered «  slowly



'■-•ris purification is based on the principle that Xlfa04 w ill oxldis® Fa in 
.o lu tlon , aad t M  n fe r  fayor.Ua aondittaaa, M M 4,«1 U  praaipitata lb  aa

1000 ec leach solutioh #13 at 17, 5 gr Ce/L 
KM»04 and C P  ZnO

KMn04 dissolved in water before addings 
ZnO emulsified with water before-adding*

Time
lemp Klfa04 f ZnO 

C U — ------____________ -J3* ...
■ Fe Mr a!

gr/L gr/L
ao lo5 0 522' T  5 1

, . i ,J E r
.M P  .

*  l ! i o . ..

n il 0 740 1 lew

© or © 5
>

12*10, _ 0«26

0u24 -1 .  1
—1135-_____ ! - - do

.. 0,16 •
0,10

. Pi-1*ered*_slow but fast enough for plant operation

£ Gould not f i l t e r  a sample,*

4? gr Purification Residue at 2&03  ̂ Ge and 32e<$ Za*

JL255 % 55% of available cobalt held in Purification Residue* 
17 5

This purification demonstrates that Fe can r eadily be oxidized with KMsiO* 
in basic solution and precipitated as the hydrate by 2nd The reaction may be rep
resented as follows*

3

On this basis 1 gr Fe would require 0^94? gr XifcC)4 for bxidtfcion®

The axidation of manganous sulphate may be represented as

2KHa04 +  3«nS04 +■ 2ZnO 2H2Q K2S04-t- 5Mn02 4- 2ZnS04 4- 2H20

On this basis 1 gr lb  would require 1*92 gr KMn04 for oxidation.

The oxidation can be made preferential for Fe* as witnessed by the fact that a l l  
the Fe dropped out even thou$i there was only enough KMnQ4 added to take care of about 
30% theoretically*, The higher Mn assay at 11*86 probably means that the solution was 
not basic enough for the formation of Mn02 and that the KMn04 added went to «nS04* 
iThis would explain the oxidation of Fe with less than calculated mount of reagent.
The KMn04 has a higher oxidizing power in acid solution)*, With the addition of mere ZnC 
manganese started to come eut<#



Purificati on #9 °  continued

The oxidizer was purposely added in small increments in an attempt te 
titrate  the manganese* Theoretically KMnÔ  requirements ares

(Fe) 1*5 x  0*947 S 1*42
(to) 0&522 x l e92 S 1,00

2*42 Total Kto04«

(Shea this amount had been added the purification was stopped®

The percentage of available cobalt (total Co- in the solution^) held in 
the purification residue is  disappointing®



Purification #1Q

Same principle &s #9 hut using sine pleat cel cine in place of C.P, ZnQ* 

1000.ee ef leach solution #14 at 17,3 gr Ce/L©

Time
Temp 
# G

KMs3,04
— — JE.... J

Calcine
-.........g?

Fa
$&A

Mn
sr/L

Al
e rA

SlQOAJk__ “ W * " 1,5 0,522 T a
3122________i 75
9*10

10130 r ____ n i l 020 n i l
10*40 ____  0,40
11s 00 0el5

-...... 030
ll*A5_. Os 10
12*00 Keen 0«20
1*00 PoM„ oao

83 gr Purification Residue at 132$ Ce and 31«1$ Zn«,

...1̂ .1. «  6 4$ #f available cobalt held in Purif® Residues 
173

The theoretical quantity of KMnÔ  te  satisfy both Fe and Mn requirements was 
added at one time® Netice that the 030 gr added in excess was inefficient^lowering the 

only 10Q mgs and that the cobalt loss in residue is rather high©



Purifications 11 a 12

Attempt to develop a purification technique using KSJnQ4 and ZnC ( or 'alcine) 
Use luOO cc for each pu rif., from Leach Ho. 13, acidified to Z gr HgSO^

1. Make solution acid.
Z, Add theoretical amount of KiiinĈ  to oxidize Fe.

(in  oicid solution.7
3. Add theoretical amount of ZnO for Fe and Al.
4. Agitate.
5. Add theoretical amount of ZnO plus 10% excess

to take care of Mn.
6. "Titrate'*manganese with Kdn04 to precipitate

MnO.2.

Both attempts were fa ir ly  good purifications, but filtered  very badly; too 
slow to be practical for plant operation. The technique is not successful. Notice 
that the manganese does not "Titrate" very well. As shown by #10, 11 •& 12 the perman
ganate does not react stoichiomstrically with the last 0.2 or 0.3 gr manganese in 
solution. I t  is  being consumed by something else; probably precipitating Cobalt.



1. Use 100c, ee le ch solution #13 -  not acidified.
Aid tneoritical amount KMn04 Tor Ft and Mr . in basic solution. 
A'd en" i§ EnO po cov*. r total Fe, Mn < A1 requirements 

.4, Observe filtra tion .

To be comparê  v.ith #11 an.., #12.

5, Aad more KMnO.4 & EnO i f  necessary.

J ftft * *■ •» gr/L ? gr/L s gr/L s •a
i Time s Temperature t KMRO4 •• EnO ; Fe « Mn J A1 : Filtration s

• 2 5 ft •
s 9s00 A.M. s 85 * 1*5 : o.eo ft 4.5 s J

t - 2 4 - * • *• •ft • {
L illS L ------- ! * 25 : * * ?
f 10520 i i •ft « •» s 1Impossible - 3
f t i : 3 s tCould not f i l -?
* , __ ..... . l * s 3 ft iter a samale. ;ft* ft Ip : 3 3 3
111?45 t «• s n il ftft 0.45 aft 0.5 :Fair~but not ?{ ft s ** «« ftft t tgood enough. •

? t ; ft• j sCould get sam*-?s : t : ft • *
Ji2140 P.M. : ______u -Ch 37 s • 5 s s
I12i45 i 3 5 1 ft *
s 1?45 t 3 : n il s 0.58 •* very 3 *>«
i ft<c • • low • f
i 2? 30 i s ? : ;Filtered very 5i t <■ • ! • 5 well. ft•

This purification establishes the ?■• ct that a "theoretical” quantity 
of EnO or KMaO,* is insufficient for purification and-filtration. I t  seem possible 
to obtain ,.n excellent filtra tion , on a purification vhich in unfiitsrabl*. by 
. urely adding SnO |xi excess.

rerhapg a :ione~adiitionH purificat^or would be better. For . x&mple, i f  
-. whole o i the $r0 had been Adaed at oni - ..me, the efficiency of the Kin04, vith  
respect to iin mighf, have been improved.



’Purification No*s» 14 $ 15

Hub ®e 1o,5 l'Ltsrs of la ash solution $24 at 45«>2 gr Co/Lfc To be compared
with $16.

/O :0 . ■
cT Calcine plus the orotic a!* requirement for Fe» only,.,'*

(Manganese not considered)®

£ >***
a» is-

Tima
Tawp
0 e

Calcine
_ f l L .

Fe
js / k ..

Mn Al
xr/L .

KMn04
gr ,

Calcine
... gr

Fa
pxA

!to
Sr/!

41
gr/L

M o  ^ _ laZ2 _ 0©60 1*34 1.75 0.60 I* 3-4
l s i L « 2 ,5 0 ' •

30 _  . C l
9*30_____ _  74 ... 1.70 0̂ 60 d a n il Oo’s r ~oT4~

,0*00
.1*15 n il 0*60 0.1
12*00 Noon Filtered well Filtered well

Obtained 27 gr Pur,. Residue 
at 2*05$ Co*

Q.,56 3 0®S2$ available 
67*3 Co held in Port, Res®

Obtained 32 gr Pur. Residue at 
l'»7n$ Co.
0*56 g 0,32$ available Go held 

6?»8 in Pur. Res®

The comparatively lew A1 content of this solution (lo34 gr/L against the 
usual 4 or 5 gr/L) results in a residue which alloaa fast filtration®

The addition of KknOj for Fa only does not seem to precipitate cobalt®



Purification f  16

To be compared with. $14 and $15. Use KIMO4 and calcine. Run on 1®5 lite rs  
of leach solution $24*

Add KMn04 until Mn Is below 100 rag/L -  obsarve the effect of this excess 
KS&1O4. in regard to cobalt held in Purification Residue®

Time ô
3

O
 *c

) KMn04
j-  . s r_____

Calcine
...........gr.....

Fe
gr/L

Mo.
gr/L

Al
er/L

12*00 Noon 75 1.75 o«6oo 1.34
12*15 P.M. 30
12*20 2.6
T T ^ T ' n i l 0.744 0.1

2*i5 h._ X.o
2*45. . J n i l ! lo Vn ro i*> o . i

........3.4
0.075

4*15 Filtered wall®

Obtained 37 gr Purif® Residua at 6»34£ Goe

67*3^ S 3.7^ available Cobalt held in Purif. Residue®

The KMnO. added in an attempt to precipitate the manganese is  responsible 
for the high cobalt loss in the residue®

With respect to Mn the KMnÔ  was vary inefficient^ for plant practice this 
procedure would be too expensive® Te loser the Mn from 0®600 to 0®0?5 gr/L required 
4?25 gr KKnO. per liter®



i

'
-Jit .,i ) au'iy-s i ' it-. NagO; ,

■

■: v uo on 2 -5 lite rs  of loach solution jfi24* Add Ne.gOg m  dry

no a?
In O T

gr Pur. .Hoa* ’it 6

Purification Residue®

'

.

«  3®23j{ available cobalt 
in PurifNation .Residue

axons a ?  me jflS demonstrate that Fe can be oxidised by NagOo,. but that 
a not precipitated under these conditions*

.-star to HgOg, might lose a considerable portion of its oxygen from the .hot solu» 
a gas* faeri us  noticeable effervescence when the NagOj was added*

HftgOg in water forms the system «»
' ;d2 ' +  ”‘“ra’ *' 2N&SH +

; ;  ’  "  ■ '  ■ ■ ■ • . . . ;  ,  . ; - v -  ■ i t s  d i d  not he&ovn* A d ;■
• S’ U] on the f:w ' Edition of the hnO the iron started coming out nicely ana ,s

large excess of NagQg had no affect on the Mm in  &  definitely basic solut 
seems tp have precipitated sons cobalt-.

. on,.

likely that* i f  purifying for iron only, better efficiency on th e  M&«Q« 
«® Obtained by adding sufficient 2n0 to care for the Aluminum at th e  s t a r t  and trim



To use NagOg aa oxididant for Fe*
Thsn U39 H202 for precipitation of Mn„ (3% solution) 
ZnQ fo r basicity.
Run on 1 £  L of leach solution #24 at 45»2 gr Co/L.

Purification #19

Time. 1
r o q
Temp

gr
2nd

gr
Na202

cc

H2°2
f l r ' A

Fe
gr/L
Mn

gr/L
A1

8*00 b i _ . 1.75 0.60 1.34
3*20 15
k M — “T T ~ ***m M-’1 ■l"1
9*00 J L . _ i L _

10*00 0.050 o,6o 0.1
10*30
10L21— 30
11*15 0.6Q " 1 ,-i- ---
3-2*JL£_l ........30 ■ ■
Jd3P „ 1 r o76o 12*00 ____ 3 .

71 — — .—
2*05 &o” ...... .. 303*00 ■ o.6o” 1
3*30 Filtered very well ^ T ™ 0.60 '

obtained 54 gr Purif. Residue at 4.?8 % Co.
2.58
/„ ,, “ 3*8 % available Co held in Purif* Residue®
0| 'fU

Hydrogen peroxide w ill not oxidize two valent manganese end precipitate it  as 
MnOg under these conditions®

Sodium peroxide oxidizes the iron satisfactorily



Puri.fiaction 21.

This is  the f ir s t  large scale purification -  run in a lead pot, Use 
7000 ea leach solution #21 at 3.7,2 gr Go/L»

U36 KMnO/; and calcine,

Md calcine f ir s t ,  in one addition, (Sulphide sulphur “ 0*3$) 

idw k;,!n0̂  sufficient for Fe and Mn requirements plus a 75$ excess*

Time Temp * KMn0A
ST

Calcine
gr/L
Fe

n s * -
Pin

gr/b

9s 00 —H — 1*10 0*500 5.3
• JjliO _

r - 
6oo

9s4i-, 24*1
-1 1  - n il 0,200 low

m z s L . i f f  -
1*00 « i L „ . Oi 200
2*00 Filte "ed very well*

Obtained 6850 oe Sol8n at 1©470 Sp* <3re
74-0 gr Pur i f  * Residue at — —  1*37$ Go

0*50$ Cd 
0*13$ Cu 

32,0 % 2n

gr Co in Residue -  8*4$ of available Co held in Purify Residue®
gr Co available 121 

in sol*n
Successful for filtra tion  purposes*

This purification, like Noss, 119 12 and 13, shows that it  is  
d ifficu lt , i f  not impossible, to precipitate the last few hundred snilli* 
gram® of manganese, even with a substantial excess of KMnÔ w

The (Osina used was chosen because of its low sulphide sulphur 
content .in order to minimize the consumption of oxidizer*

loaa of cobalt In the . Residue again indicates
that this element is  being chemically precipitated as well as occluded $ 
probably precipitated as a cobalt manganate by the permanganate*



Oxidizer for manganese purposely omited.

Compare tills large scale purification with P. No. 15.

°c
Temp. KMn04 Fe

0.60
10:45 . 13.2

—---- -------------

11:00 li-0
1:00 65 _ 0.60
1:30 F ilter ...  ........................ .......

'. ■...rxei 800u cc at 1.410 sp. gr. (including wash water' 
-d 157 gr. Purification Residue at l f Z% Co.

Gr Co in Residue 
Gr Co in 7.5 L Sol'n

Gr A1 precipitated

= 0.55$ of available Co held in F 

~ 0.186 gr Co precipitated per gr of A l.

This purification confirms the results of P. Nd. 15. Notice the small 
amount ot calcine (20 gr/L) necessary to clean the solution of aluminum. Cobalt 0



This is  :. .n o th la rg e  a-^ile purificatian run pa 12®? Ii1 -:es >f leach sol'*- 
Ian #25* To be compared with P, No« 21«

Used zinc plant calcine and KMnQ̂ ©
Used only enough KMnÔ  to oxidise iron in basic solution, No 

at tempi made to titra te  manganese©

Temp KMnOA Calcine Fe Mn ja
feme © C .............S S L -  -- .. ____ JST-....  . ... K r A . .. £ fJ k  -
iOsOO &»M«>
EooT

|oo5J

fd«20 ..... _ 17
11*30 n il 0*5
Lidi-p P»M® “ 55” 2g-
t* l5 — , . ---- - .
>s00

2j0 lite rs  of wash water®
Obtained 325 gr Purif® Residue at 1&14-J& Co

9*8 % Cu
33 »5 £ 2a

gr Co in Residue 
gr Co available in 

9ol*n®

0i>&6/£ of available Go held in Purif® Residues,

This was a very successful purification from the standpoint of oxidizer of^ 
[ieieneys filtra tion * and cobalt held in residue©

• It is  another indication that the KMnÔ  added for Mn precipitates cobalt® When 
the reagent id purposely le ft  out* the tfbb&li held in the residue is  only that which is

iQj added -forthe Fe seems to hav?
the cobalt®

The amount, of copper removed by the calcine treatment is  noteworthy®

Copper la  12©91 lite r®  of solution at 5»75 g r A  3 7*»2 gr« 
* 325 gr Purif© Residue at 9©3$ Cu s 31»3 gr»

31®8 3 43^ of (sopper in solution removed by calcine treatmentt

cf



Run on 4 8 lite r  of leach solution #25■> To he compared with P© No* 25»
Use KMnÔ  and calcine*,

xn this case the KMhÔ  w ill  ha added ia  increments less  than the theoretical 
irosi requirements in an attempt to t itra te  the iron# No attempt made to oxidize the 
manganese^

Add 104 st calcine.*,■ -».-- îwr><ujs.-il»im»«:i -̂renr-nj-a.,-© -wiT-WTirj e- -him mj »
Add 3o20 gr KMnÔ  y T j5 %  of 
the theoretical requirements 
for ?8o

Aid 1300 @s of evaporated wash 
water from P 25* having Fe eon** 
tent of 1®0 gr/Le P 26 now has 
jp lu m a  o f. 6 al  lite rs  at 1*5 er F e /  
J^CJSSl gr ..o.alsias  ~
add 2 ̂ t o s r s E s z  n ' f f l r x  v,..
theoretical requirements for ?e

-i'■', ■* ■■ >• HI !■ ia . • M w-v»* 1 Tf ~x A .u xe.
Filtered wells,
Obtained 6045 lite rs  of solution 

at l e43Q Sp, Gr  ̂
Obtained 130 gr Pu rif» Resa at

0&T5% Go 
8 ©3$ Cu

-------- — -----— • 31, Q< 2m

g? Cobalt .in Pur i f  Res© G>i2JL “ 0,44̂ » of available c oh si i  held in Purifs Res© 
gr Cobalt in Solution 21?

Susisesaful purification©

Disregarding the wqeh water addeds the KM13Q4 requirements for the Fe 
^n this purification were 5#8 gr« The only explanation offered for the excellent of® 
* Z lm y sta ined  fz*om * hQ oxidizer is  that some of the Fe might have been fe rric  to 

start with© Notice the amount ©f cobalt held in the Purification Residue*,

The copper removed in this easew as 39£ of a l l  clipper in solution©



Purification:' #40

Th® series 
biliti93 of treating 
the plant®

Th® objest
ing an undue loss of

40 Purifications were run to obtain information as to the posai-® 
a high copper leach solution.) i f  such should be encountered in

is  to eliminate the Gu and A l, and Fe i f  poss ib ly  without suffer
ed and 0o»

The procedure w ill be to use metallic zinc to displace the Cu, and some form 
of zinc oxide (calcine) to precipitate the Al. No attempt made to remove iron*

Run on 2000 ce leach solution #4Q9 kept acid during Gu precipitation..

Time
Temp
°G

g*1
dust

gr
Calcine

gr <3eid 
Added

Gu
gr/L feb£

9*00 1.45 “ a.5 5.2 2.0 '
2

9*40 1.45
_2 *£ C  ■ 2 V

10*05 1*45
10*10 2
10*25 1.45
ias^a. 2
10*40 2
10*50 2
11*00 1.45

2
1 1 *15. 1.7
i i J i i -  .... 1
12*05 P*M» 1.0
lg jl£ ... .
1*15 120

.. J5L X T
2*45 40

_  _  
- l lSSl ... „

G.5
20

4*45
KtOC 1M Hoy. ..i •% *?jsn

o .i
rr~  r rs r - f 2.0

water)
obtained ISC gr Residue at 0*51$ Go

Q.&5f Cd 
% 0 f  Gu 

23*0 % Zn
0..S7 gr ©r available Cobalt held in Purif« Residue® 
0̂ ,47 gr or 2„d% available Cadmium bold in Purif© Residue®

This purification demonstrates that i t  is  possible to  eliminate both Gu 
eao. Al without, an excessive less of Gd or Go* by carefully adding Zn dust to 
arid solution® The cobalt precipitated, i f  considered to be entirely due to ' 
occlusion by Al(OH)^s is ir. the ratio  of ©094 gr Co per gram of Al,, (See 
Purification $3.)



Purification #41

To observe the effect of using zinc malting furnace dross for removal of
Cu and Al»

This dross screened thru 60 meahs contains 6 9$ 2n as ZnO, and 51? 2$ to ta l 
2n0 The metallic zinc content is  about 11$ or 12% a In  th is purifications the 
amount of dross added w ill be based on the removal of Al by the ZnO content* toy 
Cu, Cd and Co removed by the metallic,a w ill be so^ine.i&ental with this treatment*

Run on 2000 cc loach solution #40n

Time
Temp
oc Dross

Al
sr/L

Cu
et/L

10100 40
10*15 100

68 ~ 2*0 5«0 poor filtra tion
11*20 .... -IQ  ....  ...
12 > 30 P.M. Z i p Oi,l 0*015
1*15 good f lit ra t io n © 

Vol* 2550 (includ
ing wash water)* 
Sp« Gr« 1®.'s46

Obtained 285 gr Residue at l*2$% Co
4*6 % Cd 
6*0 '% On 

32*0 % Zn

3o56 Er c ' -3$ available cobalt held in Purife Residue*
13*1 gr or 6<$ * cadmium * * * »

This purification was successful for the removal of Al by ZnO in Dross 
but the loss of Go and Cd due to the metallic Zn was prohibitive* A better scheme 
would be to use the Dross to remove Gu and some A l, then fin ish  the Al removal 
vdth calcine* (See Purification #42 « )



To be cromparod with #41,

It. this purification the copper w ill be removed fey careful additions of 
sine melting furnace so aa to minimize the Iocs of Co said Cd fey metallic pro- 

■ cipituticng When the copper in solution is low enough, the remainder 'of the A1 w ill  
[be removed by additions of calcine. -

Run on 1000 ©s of leach solution

TjU»g
XOsQQ
:i Qii^ ___
n a s
1H50
12»3C P.M.
“ ia 5  _  
h  do 
*2sl5

Temp
°G

“~%S”

ISl

Dross
gr

m u z
ZZEZ

#40,

Calc ins 
~ J £ _

Gu

1.2

*1
7l

I H Z filte red  poorly

£ £ L high filtered  poor 3flL
J0_

20
M I filtered  better

Col filtered  well

Obtained 1630 cc so l9n at 1.324 Sp. Gr»
(including wash water)

Obtained 130 gr Purifs Residue at 1&($ Co
GO# Gd 
7o$ Cu

34.2j£ Zn

1©3 gr Go or 9.4^ of available Cobalt held in Purification Residue.
0ol3 gr Cd or 1® 1% o f available Cadmium held in Purification Residue-.

Net a desirable purification.

The cadmium loss is  not excessive but the Go less is  prohibitive^ Evidently} 
the solution xauet be kept acid during the copper precipitation period i f  eobait losses 
are to be avoided®



Purific-fetion #41

In this purification an attempt w ill be made to oxidize and precipitate 
iron with. KS.jr.O45 after the Gu and A1 hare been removed similar to the procedure
of Pc AO.

Run on 1000 c«s of leach solution $40.

Time 
8 s 40 A c.M
ML.
M L
l*oo _
9810

912.0
1*25.
illSL  
M . .
9 « 45
10 8 00

lo lT o

111 00
11*15
11 > 20 
12«00 Noon

IfsJC F.M, 
Li 36'

2100 
M  
M L  
M

Temp
°C

J L

41

J Z
61

J i J L _ . ....
&8 00 Filtered. w ell. Vol

Zn Dust
SL.

Acid
JSEL

Calc ir e 
JSE-

o q

ToT

20

10

10

KI&04 
J2L

2 .0

1.0

3.0

1,0

5 *2

1.0

0,3

1.2

1*0
Fair
f i l t r a 
tion

1 2
good 

f i l t r s • 
tion

M L .
-S *2 L

Poor filtration..

Obtained 121 gr Purif* Residue at 0.7$ Co (0«85 gr Co)
Not successful for removal of iron.
Theoretical requirements for iron are about 1*$ gr KMnÔ ,

As it  took 4*5 gr KI&1G4 to reduce tho iron from 2.0 gr/L to G«,35 gr/L, it  
would seem that the metallic copper present in the pulp consumes most of the oxidizer, 
thereby preventing the KMaÔ  from, oxidizing the Fa., J The last gram of KMQO4 had no 
effect whatsoever with respect to Fa-j



As, ;'‘e utilisation cf the sponge cadmium was considered 
cc - proDlem *.n cadmium metallurgy, not much attention was 
paid to the process of removing the cadmium from the purified solu- 
vion u.ur..ng on is campaign. The usual procedure was to assay for 
va, ac j i .„i y ...o acid spot and add the calculated amount of zinc 
aust” nsuffioient for complete cadmium removal the solution
was again acidified^and hit with zinc dust. No trouble was 
experienced m  getting all the cadmium or in producing a floculent

The only element investigated in relation to the sponge 
Invariably it was found that the zinc dust Idded for 

complete, cadmium removal would precipitate only a portion cf the
outkbi Til8 5a;r®a a c t i o n  (after the Co had been takenout by NaOCl) averaged between 1.5 to 2.5 gr Ni/l and 1-f th« pr
had been dropped to below 1 gr/L, would.ha« a green eilor. ?he 
Sponges averaged about 2,0$ Nl„ It should be pointed out that as 
copper or any other element precipitated by zinc dust will find
eithe^l^th*1? 6 sJ?nge ^  is desirable to eliminate such elements either in the leaching or purification process *





COBALT OXIDE PRODUCTION
The re cowry of cobalt from the purified sulphate solutions 

is based on the principle that alkaline sodium hypochlorite will pre
cipitate cobalt as C0(0H)5e The reaction might be represented as
follows:
(1) 2COS04 *• NaOGl 4- 4NaOE 3HgO — > 2Go {0H)3 + 2NagS04 + NaCl 5H2O

Although this equation gives a picture of the reaction^ and 
truthfully shows that 1 gram moletua&lar weight of hypochlorite will pre
cipitate 2 gr, molo wt« of cobalt0 it does not adequately show the chlo» 
rine or the caustio requirements for the cobalt« In order to explain 
all the factors involved it is hast to start with the manufacture of 
the reagentG

The reagent is prepared by bubbling dry chlorine gas into a 
cool solution of sodium hydroxide0 The chlorine gas and the caustic 
react according to the equation 2NaOH + Cl — > NaOCl + NaCl + HgO« f2) 
ThuSj for every molecule of MaOCl formed, there is formed one molecule 
of water and one molecule of NaCl which9 although inert3 nevertheless 
consumes chlorineo If equation (1) were to be used without accounting 
for this inert salt in the hypochlorite a serious error would be made 
in calculating the theoretical chlorine requirements for cobalt. When 
the inert chlorine is included in the total it will he seen that, 
stoichiometrlcally, 70o91 gr Clg are required for every 117e88 gr 
Cobalt8 if sodium hypochlorite is used as the precipitant 0 This same 
relationship between Clg & Co may be arrived afe by considering the 
problem from the standpoint of oxidationQ
(3) 2CoC12 + Clg -.-4 2CoClgo (Here the chloride radical is used, instead

of the sulphate, for simplicity)o
According to equation (2) it will be seen that 40o0 gr of 

NaOH are required to react with 35,45 gr chlorine. This means that 2 gr 
molecular weights of caustic are required for every gram mol, wte of 
hypochlorite or at least 1,13 gr of NaOH must be present in solution 
for every gram of Gig that is expected to be dissolved; otherwise some 
chlorine will escape into the air and be wasted® For purposes of oobalt 
precipitation there is always an amount of caustio present which so 
exceeds the theoretical requirements for chlorine that if simple pre
cautions are taken, practically no chlorine is lost in manufacturing 
the hypochloriteo

The caustic requirements for cobalt precipitation may be 
considered as follows: In equation (I) it appears that two gram molecular 
weights of caustic are required for every gram mol 9 wt, of Cobalta 
Howeverone-half gram molecular weight of hypochlorite is also re
quired and as equation (2) shows that 2 gram moles of caustic are neces- 
sary to make 1 gram mole of hypo8 it therefore becomes evident that to 
completely satisfy the cobalt requires a total of three gram moles of 
caustic. This relationship between the caustic and cobalt may be de
termined in a more simple manner by considering the (OH) ion require
ments It is known that the cobalt precipitate is mostly Co(0H)58 
therefore three NaOH moleculeswill be necessary to supply.the three 
(OH) ions for one molecule of cobalt

Thusc in the precipitation data presented with this invest* 
igation an hypochlorite solution containing chlorine and caustic in, the 
ratio of l/E gr» mole wt. Clg to 3 gr mol wt6 NaOH is taken as the
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standard,, a» that. Is the solution which will theoretically precipitate 
I grc mol wt of cobalt. A solution containing 240 gr NaOH per" litre 
and 70.91 gr Gig per litre was found to be a satisfactory standard concentrationo

By rexcess” chlorine in the hypochlorite is meant the amount 
of chlorine over that which is necessary to produce the gr mol, wt * 
re^-0 ... Gig to 3 EaOH, For example a 40$ excess chlorine solution, 
inJ w ®  saf®, tn9 Poetical standard given above n would be 240 gr 
BaOH/1 and 100.gr Olg/L .99 ,27 exact), The excess is 40$ of 70<,911 
added to the standard concentration. The reason for the excess 
cnlorine is to hold the zinc in solution so that the zinc content of 
the cobaxt oxi.de product will be within reasonable limits 0 In pre
cipitating cobalt with hypochloi'ite it is absolutely necessary to add 
the caustic requirements simultaneously with the chlorine, otherwise 
i,he chlorine escapes from solution unused3 It is fundamental to have 
i,he (OHS ions available at the 3am® time the cobalt is oxidized in 
order to Obtain a precipitate of Co (OHS 3., in a pure solution of G0SO4. • 
•ihe preoipitation proceeds in an orderly manner when using the standard 
solution previously described (71 gr Gl/L and 240 gr Na0H/L)o Un- 
fortunately, the presence of zinc, especially in a concentration from 
fear to ten times the concentration of the cobalt„ complicates matters 
by entering into a side reaction with the caustic;

BNa(OH) + 2nS04 > Zn(0H}2 + Na2S04
?G+®SJ, thif zinC hydrate is decomposed with an acid it finds its way ;n . t m  final product6 sometimes in very substantial amounts. The" 
easiest way to maintain an acid condition in the solution is to

"excess” chlorine, along with the hypochlorite, For'purposes 
of illustration, let it be assumed that 1 cc of hypochlorite containing 
100 mg s/lg and 240 mg HaOH are added to a zinc sulphate, cobalt sulphate 
solution, atoicnoimetrically 71 mg of Cl2 and 240 mg Na(OH) should b® 
used in precipitating 117,88 mg Co, while^29 mg of Cl? are set f^ee 
a portion of the free chlorine dissolves to f o m  H0l7 the?ely creatine 
an acid condition and tending to prevent the formation of Zn(0E)2 ® ~ &

During this investigation it was found impossible to com-* 
pletely prevent the zinc from entering the final product, even Iflhen 
large excesses cf chlorine were tried. There is a practical limit to 
the amount of chlorine that can be added because of the human factor.
The high ®xcess chlorine hypochlorites liberate so much chlorine during 
i h ™ eCi?iJfbi0n pf°?efs as t0 create hazardous working conditions, sol^tian containing as high as 40$ excess chlorine9 however, 
can be used with perfect safety and without creating a disagreeabl4 
atmospheree provided it is added to the cool solutions {25-40°G) and at a reasonably slow rate. 1

. It was found that even when, calculated on the caustic basis
+ °£ J p ochlorit« was never sufficient to completely"

I f  cobalt* For Practical purposes an additional amount
a£ ? 5?^ °f hyp0 was usuaH y  necessary to get the cobalt down to 

range before filtration ( about & 05 gr Co/L), This'is
dSe t ^ t h 1® the two/ acbs bhat the hypochlorite is not 100$ efficient tbc z\n,c consuming (OH) ions, and that all the manganese is pre~ 
cipitated as Mn02 by the hypo. Any traces of iron or aluminum are S s o



COBALT OXIDE PRODUCTION Page 3

precipitated by the hypo0
The maximum percentage of Cobalt in pure Go(OH)3 Is 53o-7$ 0 

'During this investigation some unoalcined GofOHW material was found 
to run as high as 54$ Co o^en when zine0 iron ana. manganese were 
present as additional impurities 0 This was due to the drying period^ 
at liO°C0 previousJ-o ...ssayingn which caused some of the'hydrate to 
decomposep giving the higher cobalt assays0 The material is designated 
as Co (0H)3 in order to distinguish it from cobalt oxide (O03O4 } which 
can be prepared from the precipitate by calcining it as 750-800*0» 
Calcining a material of 50$~53$ to obtain a 60 to 65$ cobalt content was 
not uncommon o

The impurities in Luo Co(OH)* product will be zinc,, irons 
manganese,& chlorine & sulphuro No antimony0 arsenics nickel, or cal- 

ime even in traces8 was foundo It is interesting to" note that 
co sumers of cobalt oxide or firms which buy cobalt bearing material 
for reworking0 consider chlorines sulphur8 iron and calcium to be 
the most undesirable impurities0 The iron in this product is as low 
as that which is usually found in high-grade commercial cobalt oxide, 
wh le chlorine can be kept down to the range of 0c5$ or lower merely 
by washing the precipitate thoroughly9 in the press0 with cold watero 
The sulphur in the Co (OH) 3- frequently runs as high as 2 06$ but this can 
be removed by calcining the material at a temperature slightly higher 
than the decomposition temperature of zinc sulphate„ On one sample 
a calcination at 750°0 for 1/2 hour reduced the sulphur from 2 0S$ to 
0o26$o Consumers were unanimous in stating that zinc in very sub
stantial amounts could be tolerated one said as high as 10$ Zne 
The reason given was that zinc is a non-chromogenic material and the 
only effect it would have would he to dilute the cobalt oxideQ



Run on 2900 sc of Leash 3olya $8.* tmpuriflsdU 
To determine the needs i f  any, fo r  purification of solution before pro 

c&pitation of cobalt®

Sodium Hypochlorite used contained 115 gr CI2/L and 300 gr SaO^L,
(a 30$ eases* chlorine solution,)

m ?L-, , ~
T*3» Co

— m /h~_____
HaOCl

e®
8*45 A«m„ 

10*20
40 l5ob

440
Added HaOCl rery slowly 
Maintained a slightly  acid condition 
due to excess Clgo
Brown precipitate obserrsdo 

persistant light froth.
10*30 ...... -......2*0 .........
10*45 35 lio ?

25% oYor the theoretical hypo for 100$ 
cobalt preciDitationo

...  QpJL- . . . Solution went neutral or basic»
11*10 Filtration practically impossible 

.... tAru, f i l t  er in 3 hr a* _

0o(0H)^ products Setimeiad 140 gr should be obtained*
Actual assays of product 9

0 0  uacoca 30e^$
6*9$

Fe —
IMf?! C£*.WGO 0„45J
sAX <sacs5C3 1A%
Ki n i l

The need for purification is  clearly demonstrated in th is precipitation,. 
Firstg the fin a l product is  undesirable from the standpoint of buyers of cobalt 
oxide because of it s  high impurity and low cobalt content* Secondly* the presence 
of Aluminum results in the fermatiofe o f £ 1 (0 %  making the precipitate impossible 
to f i lt e r  on & plant operation basis*

The remora! of Fe m? Mn is  a question of economies but the purification  
of the solutions to eliminate aluminum is  absolutely essential i f  the process is  
to be practical*



Cobalt Oxide Production 

P r^  ip it  ation No^sJZ^dJS

Each Run on 500 < of Leach Solution #12 unpurified©

Use hypochlorite containing 43=4 gr Gl/L and 120 gr NaGH/X» 
(a  £2$ exeeae chlorine solution)

#2 at §© 0 to 85eC #3 at 40" C©

la
ime

32*45

Temp

¥

Hypo
- J & -

ii£2.

1 *0°1*1°

i a a

2&
2»)4

r — — ■  -   .......

Very d iff ic u lt  to f i l t e r

Tamp
40
40

Co

40
Very

11

14

2 l?

T T

i i
d ifficu lt  to f i lt e r1

'.Add hype

wr..

Obtained 19«0 gy Co{0H)g product 
at 36 $ Co 

2i,8/C Za
6®3$ Fa 
l*34$Mn 
2o?$ 41 
0*0$ Ki 
0o6$ Sb

Obtained I5s6 gr Co( 0H)3 product 
at 380#  Co 

2*5$ Za 
7*0$ Fe 
l 649$Jfa 
1*5$ 41 
0*0$ Hi 
0«8$ Sb

This confirms the results obtained in # lj  product ia low in Cobalts high in 
impurities and filtra tion  is  impractical; even at high temperatures*

The low temperature precipitation seems to  give a l i t t le  better efficiency  
of the hypochlorite* as would be expected due to the better retention of chlorine in 
a lower temperature solution*

A more dilute solution of hypochlorite than that used in #1 did not improve 
the purity of the fin a l product* appreciably© An excess of 20$ over the theoretical 
required fo r  complete cobalt precipitation instead of 25$s plus the fact that this 
excess was added more slowly than In #1 sight account fo r the low zinc and aluminum 
content of the product© The amount of cobalt le ft  in solution would be uneconomic 
in plant practice.:,



Cobalt Oxide Production

_H£: 8. £ and j>

Each run on 1000 cc of Leach Solution #13 purified of Fe and A1 with KMnO, 
nd calcine*

NaOH/L.
Oae hypochlorite containing only 13$ excess chlorine; SO gr C l2/L and 240 gr

To compare relative efficiency of hypochlorite when used in acid or basis sol^n* 

To compare fin a l product with those obtained in Noes 1, 2 f_nd 3*

o hypo
ime Temp cc

10:00 A.M. 7Q
io=i5.... m
11:30_________ 68
Ht45____________  30
1:00 PoM.

1:45 5
2:00

7720-------

3»15 Filtered well

gr/L
Co_______Acidity

l 4ol Acid Snot

3*6 Acid Snot

lo2 Neutral
Spot

. Neutral 
___________Spot
1*0 A d d lg r
-------- ----- I 2SO4—

Temp_______Hypo

-10______ ____
_  H I

80
~__________28

Filtered Well

Co Ac idity

___ 1 gg NaOH

3«0 basic spottawnWim n ■ ■■> oarn nir—r»„ ... . nu.cwnAiKtt-,

0.8 Basic spot

Add I., 5 gr 
H2304

Acid Spot

.146 cc Hypo to precipitate 13*1 gr Co* 
0,898 gr Go per cc NaOCl

139 cc Hypo to precipitate 13,3 gr Go 
0»945 gr Co per cc NaOCl

Obtained 24 gr Co(0HK at 
49*9$ Co J 
8*8 $ Zn 
1*1 $ Mn 
t r  Fe 

n il Ni 
, n il A1

Obtained 25 gr Co(0HK at 
47*9 $ Co,
10*8 $ Zn 
1.2$ Mn 
t r  Fe 

n il Ni 
n il A1

. Precipitation of cobalt from a basic solution results in a slightly  better 
efficiency of the hypochlorite but raises the zinc content of the fin a l product. There 
is not enough saving made in reagent to favor a basic precipitation.

_ vlu n  A * ir0ct comparison 0f  #4 to Nos 1, 2 and 3 show that it  is  possible to make
Pr °duct approaching and perhaps surpassing 50$ Co content, with good f i lt e r a b i l i t  

i f  the leach solutions are f irs t  purified of Al and Fe®

. Tils hi§h Zlnc content of the fin a l product could, perhaps, be lowered i f  a hypo
all?thrtimetalninS & great®r exc080 of chlorine were used so as to keep the solution a*id



fir,& e jj> it£ t io n  #6_

Coba.lt Oxide Production

Run on 10^0 &s of Leash Solution $14;, Purified with K&SnQ̂  & calcine..

Use hypochlorite containing 2.1% excess chlorine? 90 ga‘ (To/1* 811(1 
240 gr NaOH/Lo

Keep solution acid by additions of small amounts of dilute HJ30* wheneyex
neeessaryo

Compare product with #40

■
Time Temp

@@
Hyp©

------- -----------
------e cA . Acidity.....

i l l  30 60 14oT acid spot
P » 4 L _ _ _ . 30 ___ bigfe M
1*00 P.11,, __ 30 lower id M
2100 -......  30 ■ W K H
2130 15 105 ec Hypo represents the 

theoretical weight of Clg 
fo r complete cobalt pre
cipitation (S t i l l  deficient 
in caustic)

3*00 i l  . » « tt
3*15 .. __....  ... " T ~ M f

-1*30__________ M H 8
-3MQ______________ i '—55---— s-----
JUL^o. 5 « to tS 135 ©« hypo represents the 

the or eticalw eight o f caustic 
necessary to supply the OH 
ions for complete cobalt pre 
cipitation®

4*00 ... lo5 H

Obtained 1210 e« barren solution at l o390 Sp0 Gra 

23o0 gr Co (0H)o act 54 % Co
5*35/*Za
Qo0$Mn 
QeOlpa 
0o0 f i l l
OoO %Ai 
0 ,0 % Sb

Very l i t t le  acid was used to keep this precipitation on the acid side* The 
higher the excess chlorine in the hypochlorite the less tendency for the solution to 
go basic „ Perhaps a 40j£ excess chlorine hypo might keep the precipitation acid with
out, any aid from dilute HgSQ*,

Precipitation on the acid side seems to yield a much more marketable products.

The lc>5 gr Oo/L le ft  in the solution was done purposely to see i f  a zinc- 
free product could be obtained^ Evidently it  is  impossible^by the use of sodium hypo
chlorite to precipitate cobalt from a solution in  which the zinc concentration is  from 
six to ten times the cobalt concentration, without co-precipitating some of the zlnc.>



Cobalt OxM# Froduction 

PrecipJ^et^o^

Duplicate precipitations run on 1000 ee of leach solution §Tl$ purified  
with KI&O4. m& calcine*

#7 d iffers from $8 only in the rate of adding hypo®

Sodium hypochlorite used contains 70$ excess chlorine 
120 gr Qlg/L and 240 gr NaGH/L.

# 7
°G gr/t ' a®

Time Temp JStEfi-. Go _______ __-... .... g r A  ^ .
10*00 A®Mo 40 150
1 2 ! 3 4 _ — — go . 50 /

48 28
i i i2 L ~  . . '1J6 _ _ 26" '  -  ■
12*00 Noon i l hich O06
1*00 64 ■ > -

... 55 . 10
0.9 20«5 er GofOHl-> at 52*. 5 1 Ce

2*15 10
2*30 0.7
3*00 , .......... ______ 5

J d £L . 0.5 ,
4*00 Filtered wall

20©0 gr Go(0H)3 at 53*5$ Go and 3*9$ 2n®

These precipitations show that* even with 70$ excess chlorine in the hypo~ 
chlorite^ which keeps the solution acid a l l  the times i t  is  impossible to get a zinc 
free producto Precipitations of this type would be impractical in the plant because 
of their disagreeable character. When this 70$ excess chlorine is  added to the 
purified solution so much chlorine is  liberated as to  make the surrounding &tzncs«~ 
phere unbearable.*

The additions of hypochlorite to #8 were stopped at 128 c« as th is amount 
contains, the theoretical caustic requirements for complete cobalt precipitation* In 
a20 ©c of hypo were 15.3 gr Cl? or 66$ more than the theoretical requirement fo r Go.



Cobalt Oxide Production 

Precipitation Nos, 9 10

Object? To observe the effect of NaOdL containing very l i t t le  excess chlorine,

#9) Use h pochlorite containing lC% excess chlorine ( 78 gr Cl^/L
(240 gr MaOH/L

#10) Use hypochlorite containing 20% excess chlorine 1 °
(240 gr NaOH/L

#8

Both rim on 2 L,of corajinei Purifications f  leach 24 at 10°C 
(During manipulation and storage -the original solution has 
been concentrated, about 12$)

I*”—---------

lime Hvpo
gr/L
Co

ps 50 52.1 Basic Soot
Ik: 45
i to
b i s . 885 Basic Soot
[1:45 ■ lower Basic Soot
bo o 180
l?:15 lower Basic Sdot
[2:20 180
fe:40 lower Basic Spot
K:4500

. lower Basic Soot
85:10 45

if M O lower Basic Spot
jo: 50 50
15:40 0.3

#10

Hydo._
gr/L

ig io ; __
12:10

to
12:65 885
-JJlQO___ lower
-1:50 „  180

2:10 lower
2:20 . 180
2:55 lower Basic Soot

JL l& L  .... 90
1L05. lower Basic Foot
3:15 . , 45

.3l_25 . ____0̂ Basic Soot

Obtained 230 gr Co(OH)* at 35% Co
19.5$ Zn 
0.6 Mn 
tr Fe

Used 59$ excess NaOCl
Total reagent used contained a -59$
NaOB excess and a 75$ Cl-excess

3:50 Filtered-Sol'n  at 55.0 'gr Zn/h
Obtained 262 gr 00( 0,1) 3;"at 59.6$ Co.

14.0$ Zn

Etr Fe

Used 56$ excess NaOCl
Total reagent used contained a 56%
NaOH excess ana a 07$ Clg excesE

. nri. .niT;hese precipitations show that neither a 10$ or 20% excess chlorine solution of 
l&Uui w ill keep toe precipitation cid or cause i t  to become .cid. The . 'i l l  not -d Id 

good o( 0H)3 product, even on a purified solution.

B _ No. 10 might be compared to Free. No. 6 which gave a good end product.
figner zinc in Prec. No. 10 was due to the fact that i t  was basic throughout, taat it  was 
■; ± Defore filtra tion , the coball in solution was brought lower, and m

--r amount of NaOCl per l it re  was used then in No. 5. (690 cc/againsi 15



Precipitation Nos. 9 & 10 (Cont)

At this point attention should be called to the fact that t. .is preclp~ 
xtation acted differently than an. heretofore. The high concentration of Co 
(52.1 gr/L or roughly o times the usual amount) resulted in a precipitate best 
described as "nodular**. Whereas the lower concentration of Co (15.-20 gr/L) gave 
a soit precipitate which buld agitate in the solution, this high cob I t  solution 
gave a precipitate which would float on top, and by attaching it s e lf  to the walls 
O; tae vessel, remain stationery while the solution revolved beneath ito I t  contained 
email nodules, probably 2n(0d)j relatively hard in texture. I t  was cob 
tenacious enough to support it s e lf  and would build up as the reagent was addedc I t  
had to be pushed back into solution with a stirring rod.



'

10 ■ 685

Acid Spot,
11: SO 45
12:00 0.4 Acid Spot,
1:00 Filtered 79 gr Zn/L 

at 51.0% Co.

1.056 Mo 
tr Fe 
n il Ni

Used 25% excess NaOOl.
Total reagent used contained a 25% NaOH excess and a 

79% Clg excess.

_ NaOCl containing 40% excess chlorine w ill keep the precipitation
acia a l l  the time and w ill  yield a good Co(0H) 5 product. There is a definite  
Saving in caustic where a high chlorine NaOCl is  used. I f  added slowl a 40% 
excess chlorine NaOCl does not liberate enough chlorine from the precipitation 
to oe disagreeable.

The "nodular" precipitate was again observed but did not build ud 
to same extent as in Nos. 9 & 10 nor did the particles seen so hard.



Cobalt Oxide Production 

Precipitation Nos. 12 & 13

Object: To observe the effect of using a more concentrated NaOCl.

Contains 125 gr Clg/L and 500 gr NaOH/'L 
(a 40$ excess chlorine solution)

#12) High temperature at start-Run on 2 L of Purif, 24. 
#13) Low temperature. throughout-Run on 1 L of Purif. 24. 

Both precipitations made acid at start.

Time
OC

"temp
gr/L

Acidity Time

~ ~ - __a±a-_

Temp Hypo
gr/L

Acidity
10:00 75 Acicj. 1:00 27 K ♦ JL 'Acid

10115
to

10:55

1:15

-fiiSQ.11:00 ’ Basic
. -,-Ja.pt _

Acid
• Spot,11:20 140 2:45 7011 : 4p 4,0 QQ 5.0 f!

53 MM.12:45 -JU 2 . 5:3Q 1 ,5 t?
12:50 - i s *“ ■---- -

f! 4:P0
15Sp Filtered-Solution at 75.0 gr Zn/L 4:15 Filtered-Solution at 81.0 gr Zn/L

Obtained 2 Co(0H)g at 46.4 %
9.5 % 
0.9 % 
tr

2n
Hn
Fe
Ni

Obtained 88 gr Co(OH)*. at 52.5 % Co

0.95 Mn 
tr Fe 
n il Ni

25;/ excess NaOCl used.
Total reagent d contained a 25$ 
NaOH excess and a 77% Gig excess.

25$ excess NaOCl used.
Total reagent used contained a 25$ 
NaOi, excess and a 77% Clg excess.

_ e was so hot at the start .that ithLiberated enough chlorine t- make
i  »«««■■• « * t  t.,e precipitation went

Co(OH), p^ d “ t T  chlorine U  reflected in the re latively  poor
u

#13 , was very stmcesaful 

the NaOGl added slowly.

. Evidently a solution containing as high J§ 
precipitation is  performed in t .e  cold,. and

"Nodular?1 precipitate again observed.



Cobalt Oxide Production
Precipitation #14

Run on 10500 cc of purified solution from Leach #50, in a lead lined 
agitator.

Used sodium hypochlorite containing ioo gr Cl-./L and 240 gr NaOIl/L 
(a 40a excess chlorine solution)

Objects To observe the. relationship between cobalt and zinc 
in the fina l product,, a3 the cobalt is  precipitated 
from solution*

OC cc gr/L Co (OH) 5: Product REilARKSTemp Hvdo Aciditv -C o  ... % Co Zn
9? 50 £3 Basic

Soot .-24.5
j m 500 If -

m m ..-  61 _ 500 **

m w ~ 400 It

65 300 Tl
l l f f f )
\ 1 . ■ .

200 Acid
Spot

12 tOO 60 ro KD O it

12:30 — ti

If 00 49 4.1 53.4 3.2 2170 cc represent the 
theoretical hypo 

requirements for com
plete Co precipita
tion.O llS L 210 Acid

47 -2.9 52.8 5.5
M M --11,0 f!

- i O L 45 52.6 __ 6.8
210 It

S?45 & _____ - 0.6 52.0 7.7
-SJM ... 105 It

3? 15 0 . 2 49.0 9.8 2905 cc represent 
34$ excess hypochlo
rite  over theoreti
cal.

.3s 30 Filtered well

This precipitation demonstrates that a high grade cobalt oxide iroduct -ould
be msae i f  P xe precipitation were stopped considerably short of complete cobalt 
removal. ' *  u

The fina l additions of hypochlorite to get the last few grams f  cobalt are 
ver,. inefficient -  only 56$ so. The f ir s t  2170 cc were 83$ e ffic ien t. Both 
eificiencies figured on a caustic basis of 2.04 gr NaOH per gram of Co.

This precipitation was run too hot during the in it ia l addition of NaOCl. 
aau Jt Deep performed at 40°C or lower the f i r s t  2170 cc would have dropped the* 
cobalt to under 3 gr/L. x “

No trouble was encountered . ith a "nodular” precipitate such as in P « c 
H03. 9 co 13.



Cobalt Oxide Production 

Precipitation No® 15

Run on 9*6 lit re s  of Purif. No. 25„ unacidified at 
start«

Routine precipitation with NaOCl containing 100 gr 
Gljyk 240 gr NaOH/L« (a 40$ excess 
chlorine solution)

Used commercial caustic to make NaOCl.

Time Temp
. cc

------Hypo
g r A
Go Acidity

*.30. . 30 40 oO Basic Spot
1:45
to

2:00 . - 1100
.2:15 — JL Acid Spot
2*15
to 

3 s 00 900
6„0 Acid Spot

3:10
to

3:20 .. 260
.. 3.0 Acid Spot

3*25
to

ago.... 130
3*40 2.0 ■4c id Spot
3*40
to

-4*41 - 130
-J L . 1.4 Acid Spot

4*00
to

4:05 ...... 130
4*20 35 I T " Acid Spot

Obtained 12700 cc at 1.340 sp .gr®  Zn 5 102 gr/L 
Obtained 686 gr 00(011)3 at 50.8$ Co

4-o 0$ Zn 
2.38$ Mn
0,05$ Fe
n il Ni

The high Mn tin the fin a l product was due to the leach (#25) having been run with 
sine plant electrolyte unstead of C® P« ^SQ/ B

The commercial caustic makes a clear hypochlorite having a slightly  darker color 
than that made with C. P. NaOH. B * °r

"Nodular" precipitate again observed but no so coherent as is  Prec Nos- 9, 10 & 
XI. Dropped back into solution on agitation. ' 1



gob alt Qxi.de Prod notion

^̂ cî itjation £ 2.1

Large seals precipitation run on 6850 ee of Purification $21, in a leasU 
lined agitator*.

Use hypochlorite containing 4C$ excess chlorine 
100 gr G3i/ L  end 240 gr NaOH/L,

Time
©c

Temp
©e

-JK£0
gr/L
Go. Acidity

"E S T u lu 45 , „. 15 » 4 Acid spot
9*00 , . 5P0 _ «i ' «'....
9»3Q . _  .. 200 t*

10*00 100 R «
10*20 l H S*
10*45 -45 _ .....3*0 ■#
11*00 ... 50 900 cc h y p ° roprs"
11*10 2 «7 ft t* sente the theoretical
11*15 ---5Q caustic requirements
11*30 2,0 * « for complete cobalt
11*45 25 pr ee ip it  at ion «
12*45 P«M« 1.2 ?
1*00 45 25........„  .
1*15 1,2 « »

---25 . ....
2*00 25 . Total hypo added

-i*oo 0*8 « « represents a 14$k&0H
3*20.__Filtered w ell excess and a 69$

chlorine exeess*.
Obtained 6950 H «j'u  e-t Sp6 Or *— in  = 1 c? -jr./L
Obtained 175 gr Go (GK)3 at 53,0 % Go

5,0 % Zn 
Oa.37̂  Mn 
o a $  fs

A 40yC excess chlorine hypochlorite keeps the solution acid, does not lib e r 
ate enough chlorine to make conditions disagreeable, and gives a reasonably high- 
grade cobalt oxide product*



Cobalt Oxide Production

Precipitation Hog 40 and 41-

Run on Purified Solution #40 to determine the grade of cobalt oxide product 
obtained when the solutions are not purified for Fe or Mn®

1200 cc at 1*9 gr Fe/L, 0«$2 gr Mn/L and 10 4 gr Co/Lc

#40) Use a 30% excess chlorine NaOCl, 115 gr Clo/L and 300 gr NaOH/L 
#41) Use ft 40/o excess chlorine NaOCl, 125 gr Cl2/L and 300 gr NaOH/L

#40 #41
Time

°C
Temp

cc
Hypo

gr/L
Co Ac iditv Time

OC
Temp

cc
Hypo

gr/L
Go Acidity

10*00 40 10,4 Acid Spot i*30 40 10,4 Acid Spo'10»00
to

11*50 108
to

11*45 108
12*00 ____ » II 11*50 1,2
12*15

to
12*30 10

12*00
to

12*15 10
1*00 1,3 Neutral 1*00 0o8 W tt

Spot 1*00
1*15
to

1*20 40 10

to
JL£i2_ 10

2*00 0,3 — sr*3rHM

0«6 Basic Spot 2*20 Filtered well -—Wr------- -
2*20 Filtered well

Co(0H)3 42,8 % Co 
6,, 8 % Zn 
7«1 f  Fe 
1,5 % Mn

Co (0H)3 45.0 % Co 
5.8 % Zn 
7.1 % Fe 
1.6 % Mn

In both cases the NaOGl used was 51^ in excess of the theoretical cobalt 
requirements, instead of the usual 20^ or 25^. The difference represents the 
amount of NaOCl consumed by the Fe and Mn,



Co(OH)3 Retreatment

This short investigation was undertaken in an attempt to show in what 
■ *orm the zinc occured in the Co(0H)3, anc* the possibilities for removing 
■lame from the product if it ever became advantageous to do so.
1 The re-treatment consisted of agitating some wet Co(OH)* (about 50% 
moisture} just as it came from the suction filter funnel, in 500 cc of 
iifferent strength solutions containing ammonium hydroxide plus ammonium Bhloride,

gr. Wet 
\io . Co(OH}3

CO(0H)r
Trea:

5 before 
;ment

500 cc 
"gr/L " 

NH4OH
Sol’n
gr/L

m 4ci
Co(OH)r 

Trea:
5 after
sment Dissolved

Co~grams
Temp
°C% Co T z T T ~ C o “ % Zn

A 100 49.0 5.7 10 20 50.2 4.2 0.1 30B. 100 49.0 5.7 50 50 55.0 1.7 2,6 60c 10c 49.0 5.7 100 100 56.8 0.4 115 30

These re-treatments show that the zinc.is present as Zn(0H)?Tas basic 
:ino sulphate, as It Is soluble In KH4Q{I - NH4C1 solutions/

room temperature?8"*"̂ iS diS30lT9d lf the ^treatment Is carried out at

I , Obviously it would be uneconomic to leach with a solution such as was 
bed in C, especially if the solution were discarded after one leach. How- 
h purehaseJs o t  th e product made it attractive enough to eliminate

sa?ur??el m IIh rb rL v e I? }la? fd the rePeate4 USe ° f  tde Same SOlution-



Production, of Rinmann's Green

This investigation was undertaken in an effort to provide a 
possible outlet for both zino and cobalt, should an overproduction o f .  
zind -sulphate solution result from retreating the cobalt residue. It 
is shown here that a paint pigment could be manufactured from our 
solutions without involving much manipulation0

Rinmann s green in a solid solution of cobalt zincate in zinc 
oxide; corresponding the formula ZnO x GoZnOga depending on how much 
cobalt is present a In this oa3e it is produced by co^-precipitating 
with sodium carbonates basic zinc sub carbonate and basic cobaltous 
carbonate from the zinc and cobaltous sulphate solution according to the reactions a
5ZnSQ4 * 5Na2C03 «• 4H20 • {5Zn0o2C02 *4fi20) + 5Na2S04 '+ 3C02
50oS04 ♦ 5Na£C03 + 4H20 — —  C5Co0 o2G02 q4H20) + 5NagS04 + 3C0g

These co-precipitated carbonates are filtered, washed and 
dried0 This product, which has a pale rose color, is subjected to 
calcination at 750°C for 1/2 hour during which process it loses both 
HgO and 002 ; the zinc going to ZnO and the cobalt to CoO, This 
final mixture is a definite green, the exact shade of which depends 
upon the amount of cobalt present in relation to the zinc,



Rlnmann{s Green Production 
No, 1

This preliminary precipitation was ran to determine a 
Zn “ Co ratio, which would yield an acceptable green color upon 
[calcination of the carbonates.

The procedure was to subject £000 oc of Purified solu
tion to the action of fixed amounts of NaOOlo Samples of solution 
were taken at each stage during the cobalt drop, and these samples 
were then treated with sodium carbonate to produce the raw pigment 
material. After calcination the color of each Zn » Co ratio was recorded.

NO. Pigment analysis
ire o % Zn

1 967 52 = 02 7o8 52 o 6
3 7o5 52 o 9
4 7.4 59 c 5
5 7 cl 60 = 16 6o8 61 c07 6C. 5 6io58 6.3 63.59 5 02 63 o 810 4.3 68.811 2=8 69 o012 0c3 69 o 7

The one chcsen as

Green with gray blacko 
dull dark green0 
good looking dark greene 
dull dark green.

?? f» ft
W
n
st

n
n

n
?t

brilliant light green< 
lighter Green, 
very faint green, 
incipient green.

a Zn <= Co ratio of IZ to 1 by weight.



Rlnmanngs Green Production 
No 2

A purified solution was subjected to NaOCl until the Cobalt 
[was Sol gr/Lo At this point the Zinc was 90o0 gr/Lo Enough puri« 
fied ZnSO^ from the zinc plant was added to make the Zn - Co ratio 
12 to le

Start with 4«62 liters at 94 gr Zn/L and 709 gr Co/L
Stoiohiometrically 1 gr Zn requires 1 062 gr Na2C03

1 gr Co rt l s80 gr Na2C03
4o62 x 94 x lo62 « 704 gr NagCOg to Zn0 
4o62 x7Q9 x  l o80 + _J56 gr NagCOs to 0oo

Total to solutiono
Add Na2C03 as solution - 350 gr/Lo
To determine when enough Na2C03 has been addedB the solu« 

tion will be tested on phenolphthaiein spot paper, A deep red spot 
shows an excess of reagent0

Time
Temp
oc

co
.NgagP-a.. Spot

2 : 3 0  Py M î
2T3oT “
to } •
5:10)
3; 15 
3:25"

50 acid

gr
Nap.CO^

________3 s 35
3:40
U 45“ -““375Q- 
3:55

2000

"500"
T o y

neutral
TeutraT
neutral
(basic)

700
T75 
T05
Notes This last addition 
was probably unnecessarv 

' e phe ..... Ip  a 
was being destroyed by 
the ohlorine in the solu
tion® A filtered sample 
which had been boiled a 
minute showed a deep red

___ ____________________________  spot,
£:I5 Filtered very wells basic

Dried
Calcined at 750°C to a brilliant green.

No trouble was experienced in making this pigment. Care must 
be taken to add the Na2C0s slowly in order to avoid getting large curds 
which hinder agitation. No violent effervescence was observed and 
the filtration and washing were extremely. easy0





Leachings It is recommended that the Cobalt Residue be allowed to oxi- 
daze in the air before being leached with. H2SO4*, Leach 30 

demonstrated the podr extraction which may be expected with fresh mat” 
erialj, while No0 30A showed that a serious copper problem would be 
encountered if the leach residue from fresh material were to be re^ 
treatedo In connection with copper removal0 it is suggested that in 
plant practice fresh material might be added at the end of a regular 
leach on thoroughly oxidized residueg in order to precipitate copper*. 
This not only would save zinc dust but might raise the cobalt concen
tration of the solution*. A concentration of between twenty and thirty 
grams of cobalt per litre is advised, as no trouble is had in precipi
tating this with hypo and the higher the cobalt concentration the less 
percentage loss in the purification residue*. To obtain the desired 
concentration the leaoh could be started with old residue and finished 
with more recent material of higher cobalt content0

RECOmMDATI ONS

There should be a lead-lined tank equipped with sturdy agitating 
mechanxsm as r.he leach pulp is heavy and requires thorough agitation*, 
Steam coils are desirable to keep the leach warm during the filtration 
period*, During the leaching process considerable heat is generated' 
when the residue is dissolved - enough so that the leach would keep 
itself sufficients warm to obtain good extraction. Mulling in a ball 
mill is desirable but not essential. All leaches on this campaign 
were run by adding the dry feed, after it was dry ground to pass 10 
mesh. The stuff is very soluble and does not require grinding - merely 
a reasonable separation of one large particle from the other.
Purifications The purification should be run on the warm filtered

leach solutions, in a lead lined tank equipped with an 
agitator and steam coils. Calcine should be used as the basic reagent* 
.his calcine should be thoroughly emulsified before adding to the 
purification, either in water or in solution. To accomplish this a 
stout barrel equipped with a portable motorized propeller could be set 
on top of the tank0 If the calcine is not added as an emulsion but as 
a dry powder, it agglomerates into hard balls upon hitting the solution 
and is mostly wasted*. Potassium permanganate should be used as the 
oxidizer„ and then only enough for iron*. The best technique is to add 
all the calcine and KMnO* together, adding a little less KMnO<i than is 
theoretically necessary for iron requirements*
Spongingt This should be done on the filtered purified solution

before the addition of hypochlorite so that the re- 
suiting sponge will be chlorine fre*. The solution should be adjusted 
u0 a good acid spot and the calculated amount of zinc dust added*,
Precipitation of Cobalts The manufacture of sodium hypochlorite must 
, be carried on in rubber-lined steel or wood
tankso A lead-lined tank on a steel tank will not stand the action of 
the solutiono Chlorine producers recommend steel tanks because of 
their superior heat dissipating qualities. During the reaction between 
-niorine and caustic much heat is generated and it is desirable to have 
cooimg coils in the tank thru which cold water can be passed. The 
rubber lining of the tank and the protective coating on the coils could 
De a relatively Inexpensive commercial coating supplied by Specialists 
ln Gbat line - something that could be applied on the job*. The tank



eed not have an air-tight cover - merely a lid to keep whatever chlorine 
scapes confined to the tank,, Not much chlorine is set free if the dry 
as is bubbled thru a fairly cool solution of caustic© To introduce the 
hlcrine into the caustic a hard rubber tube? plugged at one end- and 
rilled with small holes will make an excellent dispersing nozzle. The 
hlbrine may be measured by weighing the cylinders beforehand after 
eing discharged© The solution may be checked by assaying its oxidizing 
ower (chlorine content) either by the ferrous ammonium sulphate method 
or the sodium arsenite method© No stirring is necessary as there is 

abundance of caustic present to catch the chlorine. A concentration 
of 240 gr caustic per litre is acceptable© The sodium hypochlorite 
olution should be admitted very slowly into the purified solutions thru 
dispersing tube similar to the one used for the chlorine gas0 The 

recipitation can be conducted in a lead*=lined tank equipped with steam 
oils as the concentration of hypo is so small that there is no danger 

destroying the lead© The process should be done in the cold (25~35°C) 
t the start and enough hypo addeds on the caustic basis, to completely 
recipitate all the cobalt. If any additional hypo is necessary it 
hould be added in 5# excess additionsuntil the cob-alt is 0©5 gr/L or 
ower8 On a plant scale it is estimated that 10% to 15% excess will 
e sufficient. At the time of the last addition,, steam should be turned 
on and the solution heated to 60™650Cu This is not absolutely necessary 
ut heat seems to bring down a little cobalt which persists in reg
aining in cold solution© However, if steam is too expensive this last 
operation can be omitted and a longer period of agitation substituted, 
ood filtration will result either way,
anufaoture of Rinmanngs Green; The cobalt and zinc ratio should be

adjusted and a solution of 3odium 
carbonate added slowly until precipitation is complete© A lead-lined 
ank may be used and no particular technique is necessary to obtain an 
excellent filtration. The calcination furnace will not he' discussed are©

RECOMffiNDATIONS - Page g



Equipment,

T ®be equipment installed in this plant and ready for use with 
this re treatment scheme i3 that which is used for cadmium pro
duction. It would be necessary to suspend cadmium operations 
and store the cadmium feed while cobalt oxide production was 
going on, but this would not be particularly objectionable as 
the cadmium plant has a capacity far in excess of t$ne feed 
furnished it by normal zinc operation so that, on a yearly 
basis, cadmium production could be maintained.

For getting the dry cobalt residue into the plant there are 
suitable conveyor belts and the necessary storage bin3. Follow
ing the bins is a ball mill which can be used, if desired, for 
mulling the feed with wash water stored from filter press oper
ations. A launder runs directly from the discharge of the ball 
mill to the leach tank. The leach tank is lead lined 15’- 0” in 
diameter and 11'- 0” deep equiped with a sturdy agitating 
mechanism consisting of a horizontal cross-beam above the solution, 
with vertical arms extending down into tte solution. The agitator 
is lead covered and revolves 10 times per minute. The motor drive- 
ins the line shaft is a 25 hp, For discharging the tank and 
forcing the solution through the Shriver press a Ooeur d'Alene 
Hardware centrifugal pump having a Z " inlet and 2" discharge, and 
making 1800 rpm, is used. Pump is furnished with a 15 hp motor®
The Shriver presses an ordinary industrial type filter press, a 
description of which may be found in any good work on metallur
gical machinery. This one, constructed entirely of acid resisting 
copper-base alloy, has 41 frames and 42 plates each having an 
effective filtering area of 9 sq.ft. (3® x 3 1} and capable of 
withstanding a maximum filtration pressure of 100 lbs. sq.in.
The companion tank to the leach tank is the same size, is lead 
lined and has a similar discharge pump and motor. However the 
agitating meohanism consists of a long vertical shaft with a 
horizontal arm suspended eight inches from the bottom of the tank. 
The shaft and arm are made of steel, lead sheathed, and driven 
from the same line shaft which drives the leaoh agitator0 It cakes 
17 rpm. The cadmium spongeing tank is 14’- 0" in diameter and 
9 s- 0” deep, lead lined. It is equiped with a wooden paddle-type 
agitator with its own 5 hp motor, revolving 7 times per minute.
The discharge pump and motor are the same as for t te leach tank.' 
There are two storage tanks of 15’- 0” diameter and ll’? 0" depth 
which could be used for storirg either pregnant or barren solution. 
There are two additional tanks of ll'-S" diameter and ll'-0"depth 
which could be used far commercial sulphuric acid (for the leach) 
ana/or wash water fszom the press. All tanks are lead lined and 
hold in excess of 20 volume tons. The plant is fitted with a 
system of valves and pipes so that solution from any tank can be 
pumped to any other tank in tie plant*



Proposed routine for daily operations.

The following routine end time schedule can he used as a 
basis for plant operation. A 20 volume ton leach would have 
to be run each 48 hour period in order to utilize 5 tons of feed per £4 hours*

0 Time
Leach, adjust specific gravity, 

remove copper.
Filter leach solution, wash cake, 

drop cake, reset press, 
(will have to be done twice 
for each leach)

Purify for Fe and Al
Filter purification, wash cake, 

drop oake, reset press,
(only once for each purif
ication hut allow ample 
time for possible slow 
filtration)

Sponge for cadmium.
Filter sponge, wash, (one press)

10 hrs,7am to 5 pm 

6 hrs,5pm to 11pm

6 hrs, 11pm to Bam 
6 hrs, 5am to 11am

3 hrs, 11am to Spin 
3 hrs, £pm to 5pm

Precipitate cobalt hydroxide 10 hrs, 5pm to Sam
Filter cobalt (One press) 4 hrs, 3am to 7am

The aboue schedule is for over-all time and is ample for all 
washing and cleaning operations. Of course it is understood that 
as soon as one tan is empty another operation is again started. 
For example when the leach tank is discharged, more "acid is drawn 
and ̂ another leach is put in progress while other plant operations 
are carried on. The same is true of the manufacture of the sod
ium hypochlorite} a batch for precipitafi.on shouldhe started about 
the time the leaolt is one-half finished. This allows plenty of 
time for the chlorine to bubble through the solution slowly 
thereby dissipating the heat of formation and minimizing chlorine losses.



CO^ILED^DATA FOR ESTIMATING__COSTS 
Batch NOo 1

«r acid/ftr feed 
504/1040 * 0o484

cc Soln/gr Feed 
2200/1040 * 2 012

r t calcine/Liter

498/1040 » 0o479 2010/1040 - 1©94705/1450 - 0o486 2700/1450 - 1 b87708/1450 - 0o488 2800/1450 - 1 o93 75/1 » 751485/3150 - 0o472 6200/3150 - 1 097846/1720 - 0o492 3200/1720 ■ lo86 50/1 - 502079/4300 - 0e483 7600/4300 « ls77550/1140 » 0o483 2060/1140 « U & l1860/3700 - 0 oOOB 7000/3700 - le90 600/7 « 86

Batfh NOo £
700/1620 - 0o432 2900/1620 - 1079714/1640 - 0o435 3000/1640 ® lo83 240/3 - 80714/1580 - 0o451 3 0 0 0 / 1 5 8 0  - 1©902088/4650 - 0o449 8900/4650 ** l e92 180/2 ** 90

Batch No0 3
2800/9900 -  
1068/3600 -

0o283
0o292

15330/9900 - 
6650/3600 »

1®56
1 084

30/lo5«20 
133/6a1-22

Batch No0 4
2760/8852 » 0o312 17700/8852 - 1 099 284/tiSo9®22



COST ESTIMATION - Pag©.1
Reasonable Assumptions Figures Used for Safety Factors

) That 1 gram of feed will consume 1) 1 gr of feed will oonsume 0*5
slightly less than 0 o5 gr acid,, gr acido

) Sulphuric acid will cost #23-#26 2) Acid will cost #30,00 per ton
per ton®

3) That 1 gram of feed will produce 3) 1 gram of feed will prod ce 2
slightly less than 2 cc of leach oo of leach solution,
solution®

4) That grams of calcine per liter 
for purification will not exceed 
90e calcine will cost #35,00 per 
ton0

4) 100 gr calcine per liter will
be necessary for purification, 
Calcine will cost #40o00 per 
ton®

5) That KMn04 requirements will not 5) KMn04 requirements will be 
be over 3 gr/L, (This is equiv^ 4 gr/L,
alent to 3,1 gr Fe/L)0

6) That KM11O4 will cost 20^/lb, 5} KMh04 will cost 25^/lb,

7) That Chlorine will cost ll^/lb.

8) That Caustic will cost 4,720/lbo

9) That a 15# excess of hypo will 
be ample to preoipitate the co
balt ,

0) That the feed will average9 if 
mixed* approximately 5# Co, 1

1) That a leach extraction of 95# 
of the cobalt can be made.

7} Clp Will cost 110/lBo

8) NaOK will cost 5^/lb,

9) A 20# ©loess of hypo will be 
addfcd.

10) Feed for this illustration at 
3 0 5# 0 o o

11) A leach extraction of 90# of 
the cobalt 0

2) That at most* 1# to 3# of the 
available oobalt will be held in 
the purification residue.

3) That 1# of available cobalt will 
be held in the Gd, sponge0

12) 5# of the available cobalt
will be held in the Purify 
ication residue.

13) 2# of available cobalt will be
held in the Cd, sponge.



'

That no more than 20 gr of 2n 
dust per liter will be required 
to precipitate both the cooper 
and cadmium from solution

l! That solution can be cleaned to 
0o5 gr Go or under«

} That in plant practice 35$
* excess chlorine in the hypochlo

rite will suffice to give"a good 
producto

) An over-all recovery of 85$ of 
the Cobalt can be consistently madn ,. ■>

Figures Used for Safety Factors 
Aj gi Zn dus* • per 1.. fc . r is

15) Solution will be taken to 0 C5 
gr Co/Lc

tiom will be usedo

I?) Overfall recovery of 80$ of 
the cobalt:

That the final product can be 
sold from f l d O  per lb0 to $lr;55 
per lb of contained Co!

3.8) Cobalt sold at #lo00 per lb:

That 5 t c 10 tons of Cobalt resi
due {feed) could be put thru pro* 
,ces3 per dayQ

j.9) 5 tons feed per day worked,

L  ?d! ® V ? £ } anfl?ion concerning the "reasonable assump- 
b +6i n*at this tlme° The metallurgical relationships5 iys taken from the data of the investigation The oost?if 

°;uaJi® ar® the quotations of a Tacoma electrochemical
T̂-ifo«^m?n+rialmJaid fown in Kell°SS.<' (freight included) in less o So Taere is a substantial saving in freight if car«; --- - uaauiai a a v i x u  ireiani'

i  i‘2 S+aJe ondenedo The cost of KMh040 caicine„ zinc dustd are taken from past experience., 4 • ' * and

■pnr, £inalA? ° 5 ^  Product stands an excellent chance of being 
£ than t1 -00 P®r Ito of contained fepbalt0 The lowest direct

high2stbof?«SSUmer  ° f  °°Sn1L 0Xide ,,vas Eer 115i of cobalt andhipest offer made was $0o75 per lb. of 48$ Co material0 This
r was8??omri r i 5e?^Si(l!? ^ otati,°? 0fJ lo5f ?er lbo of cobalto Another * ^l“25 to flo50 per lbP of contained cobalt depending on
J S I ® very consumer contacted wanted all the material that 1 ; ' supplied, some as much as 100^000 lbs0 per yearc,



GOST CALCULATION 
Cobalt Balance

s ton of Cobalt Residue @ 3.5% Co 
■0% remaining in leach residue 
■alt extracted by leach (.90%) 

fjo of available cobalt in Purification Residue 
[alt in 2 Vol. Tons of Purified Solution 

of available Cobalt in Cadmium Sponge 
[alt in 2 Vol. Tons - Solution to P>ecipitate 
fo left in 2.65 vol.tons of barren Sol’n at 1#/V.T. 
frecovered in final product

(an over-all recovery of 80%)
Reagent Cost

3 ton of feed (Co Res.) consumed 1000 lb. acid 
11 ton feed produoed 2 vol. tons - sol’n requiring"; 

200 lbs. Caloine/V.T.
8 lbs. KMnQ4/V.T.

50 lbs. Zinc Dust/V.T,
3 ton feed yields 58.65 lbs. Co to be precipitated 

by sodium hypochlorite at,

Lbs.. Co.
70.00
63.00 
59.85 
58.65
56.00

7.00 
3.15 
1.20

2.65

Unit Cost 
$30.00 ton

.02 lb. 

.25 lb„ 

.06 lb o

Total Cost$15700--

8 . 0 0
4.00
6 . 0 0

23.275^/Lb.Co. 13.70

Figured as follows i

Lbs. chlorine-theoretical for 1 lb. Co 0.6013 lbs® 
40% excess for Zn(0H)g
retardation
20% excess of total for 
inefficiency

Total chlorine per lb, Co

0.2445 "
0.8458 "
0.1692 "
1,0150 x ilpf»ll.i65tf 
2.036 lbs.Lbs. caustic-theoretical for 1 lb. Co 

20% excess of theoretical 
for inefficiency 0.407

Total NaOH per lb Go 2.443 x 5£ » 13.210#
Total cost of hypo per lb. of Co»ll.165^+12,210^*23®375^

ta l cost of reagents per ton of feed, thru plant - - - - - -  — -
ranue from cobalt sold at $1 per lb. - - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - 
: >in ton of feed, to apply on labor,power,maintenance etc.~

$46.70
56.00
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Cost calculation using 5o0$ Cobalt in Feed

One ton of Co residue © 5.0$ Co 
10$ remaining in leachbresidue 
Cobalt extracted by leach (90$)
5fo of available cobalt in Purification Res. 

Cobalt in 2 vol.tons of Purified Soln.
2$ of available cobalt in Cadmium sponge 

Cobalt in 2 vol«tons solution to Precipitate 
Cobalt left in 2«52 vol tons Barren at l,e5 #/vt 
Cobalt recovered in final product

Reagent cost
One ton of feed consumes 1000 lb acid
One ton feed produces 2 vol tons sol’n 

requiring; BOO lbs calcine/vt 
8 lbs KfflO, /vt 

50 lbs Zinc dust/vt
One ton feed yields 83,79 lbs of cobalt 

to be precipitated by sodium hypo
chlorite at 23.875 cents per lb of cobalt

Total cost of reagents per ton of feed thru plant
Revenue from cobalt sold at $1 per lb.
Margin per ton of feed, to apply on plant charges



SUMMARY

Theie has been developed ahydrometallurgical procedure 
x o t v/li0 r©treatment of coba.11/ residue in order to recover the 
cobalt cadmium and zinc therefrom. This procedure is entirely 
practical, ana with very little additional equipment' could be* 
put into effect using the machinery and equipment already instaXLe&at this plant.

The eoonomie success of the plan, if the entire cost is 
to be borne by the cobalt, depends upon keeping the grade of 
feed reasonably high (6# Co) and getting at least fll~per lb, 
for the cobalt. Neither of these should be hard to dot

The first oost sheet was inserted' to show the very min~ 
iEixm Co in the feed that could be successfully worked.
The i;?9o50 per ton of feed would barely pay labor and power.
The second cost sheet shows more nearly the return which could 
be expected by practical operations. A margin of $27*50 per 
ton of feed,on a 5 ton per day basis,allows ample for labor, 
power, taxes, depreciation, etc®,and far an attractive profit. 
In axl fairness it should be pointed out that a3 the cobalt 
in the feed is raised, and the extraction improved, the hypu-- 
chlorite cost also goes up. The 23.375$/ per lb. of cobalt is 
inescapable. Also, no charge is made for the feed to the plant, 
the cost of this item having been charged,previously,to zinc 
production. This oost omission is balanced by tie fact that tl© 
cadmium and zinc content of the cobalt residue is recovered without charge.


